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Description

Title of Invention: METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR INTER-

ENB CARRIER AGGREGATION

Technical Field
[1] This disclosure relates generally to obtaining content and more specifically to a

method and apparatus for managing associations with a master and secondary eNB.

Background Art
[2] Small cells using low power nodes are considered promising to cope with mobile

traffic explosion, such as for hotspot deployments in indoor and outdoor scenarios. A

low-power node generally means a node whose transmission power is lower than

macro node, for example, Pico and Femto nodes. Small cell enhancements can have

additional functionalities for enhanced performance in hotspot areas for indoor and

outdoor using low power nodes. Small cell enhancement can target both with and

without macro coverage, both outdoor and indoor small cell deployments and both

ideal and non-ideal backhaul. Both sparse and dense small cell deployments can be

considered.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[3] Hence, small cells using low power nodes are considered promising to cope with

mobile traffic explosion, such as for hotspot deployments in indoor and outdoor

scenarios.

Solution to Problem
[4] In a first embodiment, an apparatus provides User Equipment (UE) for connecting to

a secondary enhanced NodeB. The UE comprising a transceiver and a controller. The

transceiver configured to receive a Radio Resource Control (RRC) message from a

Master enhanced NodeB (MeNB).

[5] The RRC message comprises a dedicated random access resources configuration for

the UE to perform random access to a cell associated with a Secondary enhanced

NodeB (SeNB) for a purpose of an addition of the SeNB, and an identification of the

cell to which the random access is to be performed. The controller, coupled to the

transceiver, configured to, responsive to receiving the RRC message, command the

Media Access Control (MAC) to trigger the random access for the addition of the

SeNB to the cell with the identification indicated in the RRC message with the random

access resources indicated in the RRC message. The MeNB is an eNB which the UE

connects to initially and which acts as mobility anchor. The SeNB is an eNB providing

additional radio resources for the UE, which is not the Master eNB. The dedicated



random access resource configuration includes random access preamble and physical

random access channel transmission occasion.
[6] In a second embodiment, a method for connecting to a secondary enhanced NodeB.

The method includes receiving a Radio Resource Control (RRC) message from a

Master enhanced NodeB (MeNB). The RRC message comprises a dedicated random

access resources configuration for the UE to perform random access to a cell a s

sociated with a Secondary enhanced NodeB (SeNB) for a purpose of an addition of the

SeNB, and an identification of the cell to which the random access is to be performed.

The method also includes, responsive to receiving the RRC message, command the

Media Access Control (MAC) to trigger the random access for the addition of the

SeNB to the cell with the identification indicated in the RRC message with the random

access resources indicated in the RRC message. The MeNB is an eNB which the UE

connects to initially and which acts as mobility anchor. The SeNB is an eNB providing

additional radio resources for the UE, which is not the Master eNB. The dedicated

random access resource configuration includes random access preamble and physical

random access channel transmission occasion.

[7] In a third embodiment provides a master enhanced NodeB (MeNB). The MeNB

comprises a transceiver and a controller. The transceiver configured to transmit a

Radio Resource Control (RRC) message to a user equipment (UE). The RRC message

comprises a dedicated random access resources configuration for the UE to perform

random access to a cell associated with a Secondary enhanced NodeB (SeNB) for a

purpose of an addition of the SeNB, and an identification of the cell to which the

random access is to be performed. The controller is configured to receive the dedicated

random access resources from at least the SeNB and a network node. The MeNB is an

eNB which the UE connects to initially and which acts as mobility anchor. The SeNB

is an eNB providing additional radio resources for the UE, which is not the Master

eNB. The dedicated random access resource configuration includes random access

preamble and physical random access channel transmission occasion.

[8]

Brief Description of Drawings
[9] FIGURE 1 illustrates an example wireless network according to this disclosure;

[10] FIGURES 2A and 2B illustrate example high-level diagrams of a wireless transmit

path and a wireless receive path according to this disclosure;

[11] FIGURE 3 illustrates an example user equipment according to this disclosure;

[12] FIGURE 4 illustrates an example inter-site carrier aggregation (CA) deployment

scenario according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[13] FIGURES 5A-5B illustrate communications between UE, macro site, and pico site



according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[14] FIGURE 6 illustrates a layer 2 structure for downlink with carrier aggregation

configured according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[15] FIGURES 7A-7B illustrate communications between UE, serving cells (or master

eNB),, and drift cells (or secondary eNB) according to an advantageous embodiment of

the present disclosure;

[16] FIGURE 8 illustrates a primary CA group (PCG) 80 and a secondary CA group

(SCG) 804 according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[17] FIGURE 9 illustrates an example periodic PUSCH according to an advantageous em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[18] FIGURE 10 illustrates an example power efficient inter-eNodeB according to an ad

vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[19] FIGURE 11 illustrates a primary CA group (PCG) and a secondary CA group (SCG)

according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[20]

[21] FIGURE 12 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[22] FIGURE 13 illustrates a comparison of handover and Scell addition in terms of

random access procedure according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure;

[23] FIGURE 14 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[24] FIGURE 15 illustrates a process of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH before RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[25] FIGURE 16 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[26] FIGURE 17 illustrates a process of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH after RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[27] FIGURE 18 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[28] FIGURE 19 illustrates a process of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH before RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad-



vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure;

[29] FIGURE 20 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[30] FIGURE 2 1 illustrates a process of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH after RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure; and

[31] FIGURE 22 illustrates a procedure to add SCG or SeNB (secondary eNB) to a UE

that is connected to a master eNB (MeNB) according to an advantageous embodiment

of the present disclosure.

Mode for the Invention
[32] In order to make the object, technical solution and merits of the present application

clearer, the present application will be illustrated in detail hereinafter with reference to

the accompanying drawings.

[33] Before undertaking detailed description below, it may be advantageous to set forth

definitions of certain words and phrases used throughout this patent document. The

terms "include" and "comprise," as well as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without

limitation. The term "or" is inclusive, meaning and/or. The phrase "associated with,"

as well as derivatives thereof, may mean to include, be included within, interconnect

with, contain, be contained within, connect to or with, couple to or with, be com

municable with, cooperate with, interleave, juxtapose, be proximate to, be bound to or

with, have, have a property of, have a relationship to or with, or the like. The term

"controller" means any device, system or part thereof that controls at least one

operation. Such a controller may be implemented in hardware or a combination of

hardware and software/firmware. It should be noted that the functionality associated

with any particular controller may be centralized or distributed, whether locally or

remotely. The phrase "at least one of," when used with a list of items, means that

different combinations of one or more of the listed items may be used, and only one

item in the list may be needed. For example, "at least one of: A, B, and C" includes

any of the following combinations: A, B, C, A and B, A and C, B and C, and A and B

and C.

[34] Definitions for other certain words and phrases are provided throughout this patent

document, and those of ordinary skill in the art should understand that in many if not

most instances, such definitions apply to prior as well as future uses of such defined

words and phrases.

[35] FIGURES 1 through 22, discussed below, and the various embodiments used to

describe the principles of the present disclosure in this patent document are by way of



illustration only and should not be construed in any way to limit the scope of the

disclosure. Those skilled in the art will understand that the principles of the present

disclosure may be implemented in any suitably arranged method and apparatus.

For convenience of description, the following abbreviations used in this patent

document are defined.

ACK → Acknowledgement

ARQ → Automatic Repeat Request

CA → Carrier Aggregation

C-RNTI → Cell RNTI

CSI → Channel State Information

DCI → Downlink Control Information

DL → Downlink

EPDCCH → Enhanced PDCCH

HARQ → Hybrid ARQ

IE → Information Element

O&M → Operation and Maintenance

PCell → Primary Cell

PDCCH → Physical Downlink Control Channel

PDSCH → Physical Downlink Shared Channel

PRACH → Physical Random Access Channel

PUCCH → Physical Uplink Control Channel

PUSCH → Physical Uplink Shared Channel

RACH → Random Access Channel

RNTI → Radio Network Temporary Identifier

RRC → Radio Resource Control

RSRP → Reference Signal Received Power

SCell → Secondary Cell

SR → Scheduling Request

TA → Timing Advance

TAG → Timing Advance Group

TPC → Transmit Power Control

UCI → Uplink Control Information

UE → User Equipment

UL → Uplink

UL-SCH → UL Shared Channel

The following documents and standards descriptions are hereby incorporated into the

present disclosure as if fully set forth herein:

REF1 - 3GPP TS 36.211 vlO.3.0, "E-UTRA, Physical channels and modulation";



[69] REF2 - 3GPP TS 36.212 vlO.3.0, "E-UTRA, Multiplexing and Channel coding";

[70] REF3 - 3GPP TS 36.213 vl 1.0.0 (2012-09), "E-UTRA, Physical Layer Procedures";

[71] REF4 - 3GPP TS 36.214 vlO.1.0, "E-UTRA, Physical Layer Measurement";

[72] REF5 - 3GPP TS 36.300 V10.7.0 (2012-03), "E-UTRA and E-UTRAN, Overall de

scription. Stage 2";

[73] REF6 - 3GPP TS 36.321 V10.5.0 (2012-03), "E-UTRA, MAC protocol speci

fication";

[74] REF7 - 3GPP TS 36.331 V10.7.0 (2012-09), "E-UTRA, RRC Protocol speci

fication"; and

[75] REF8 - RWS-120021, Technologies for Rel-12 and Onwards, Samsung.

[76] FIGURE 1 illustrates an example wireless network 100 according to this disclosure.

As shown in FIGURE 1, the wireless network 100 includes an eNodeB (eNB) 101,

eNB 102, and eNB 103. The eNB 101 communicates with eNB 102 and eNB 103. The

eNB 101 also communicates with Internet protocol (IP) network 130, such as the

Internet, a proprietary IP network, or other data network.

[77] Depending on the network type, other well-known terms may be used instead of

"eNodeB," such as "base station" or "access point." For the sake of convenience, the

terms "eNodeB" and "eNB" refer to network infrastructure components that provide

wireless access to remote terminals. In addition, the term "user equipment" or "UE"

designates any remote wireless equipment that wirelessly accesses an eNB and that can

be used by a consumer to access services via the wireless communications network,

whether the UE is a mobile device (such as a cell phone) or is normally considered a

stationary device (such as a desktop personal computer, vending machine, and/or the

like). Other well-known terms for user equipment include "mobile stations,"

"subscriber stations," "remote terminals," "wireless terminals," and the like.

[78] The eNB 102 provides wireless broadband access to network 130 to a first plurality

of user equipments (UEs) within coverage area 120 of eNB 102. The first plurality of

UEs includes UE 111, which may be located in a small business (SB); UE 112, which

may be located in an enterprise (E); UE 113, which may be located in a WiFi hotspot

(HS); UE 114, which may be located in a first residence (R); UE 115, which may be

located in a second residence (R); and UE 116, which may be a mobile device (SS),

such as a cell phone, a wireless laptop, a wireless PDA, or the like.

[79] The eNB 103 provides wireless broadband access to a second plurality of UEs within

coverage area 125 of eNB 103. The second plurality of UEs includes UE 115 and UE

116. In some embodiments, one or more of eNBs 101-103 may communicate with

each other and with UEs 111-116 using 5G, LTE, LTE-A, or WiMAX techniques,

including techniques for hybrid ad-hoc/network assisted device discovery for device-

to-device communications.



[80] Dotted lines show the approximate extents of coverage areas 120 and 125, which are

shown as approximately circular for the purposes of illustration and explanation only.

It should be clearly understood that the coverage areas associated with eNBs, such as

coverage areas 120 and 125, may have other shapes, including irregular shapes,

depending upon the configuration of the eNBs and variations in the radio environment

associated with natural and man-made obstructions.

[81] Although FIGURE 1 illustrates one example of a wireless network 100, various

changes may be made to FIGURE 1. For example, the network 100 could include any

number of eNBs and any number of UEs in any suitable arrangement. Also, the eNB

101 could communicate directly with any number of UEs and provide those UEs with

wireless broadband access to the network 130. Further, the eNB 101 could provide

access to other or additional external networks, such as an external telephone network.

In addition, the makeup and arrangement of the wireless network 100 is for illustration

only.

[82] FIGURES 2A and 2B illustrate example high-level diagrams of a wireless transmit

path 200 and a wireless receive path 250 according to this disclosure. In FIGURE 2A,

the transmit path 200 may be implemented in an eNB, such as eNB 102 of FIGURE 1.

In FIGURE 2B, the receive path 250 may be implemented in a UE, such as UE 116 of

FIGURE 1. It will be understood, however, that the receive path 250 could be im

plemented in an eNB (such as eNB 102 of FIGURE 1) and that the transmit path 200

could be implemented in a UE. In some embodiments, the transmit path 200 and

receive path 250 are configured to perform methods for hybrid ad-hoc/network assisted

device discovery for device-to-device communications as described in embodiments of

this disclosure.

[83] The transmit path 200 includes channel coding and modulation block 205, serial-

to-parallel (S-to-P) block 210, size N Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) block

215, parallel-to- serial (P-to-S) block 220, add cyclic prefix block 225, and up-

converter (UC) 230. The receive path 250 includes down-converter (DC) 255, remove

cyclic prefix block 260, serial-to-parallel (S-to-P) block 265, size N Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) block 270, parallel-to-serial (P-to-S) block 275, and channel

decoding and demodulation block 280.

[84] In some embodiments, at least some of the components in FIGURES 2A and 2B may

be implemented in software, while other components may be implemented by con

figurable hardware or a mixture of software and configurable hardware. As particular

examples, it is noted that the FFT block 270 and the IFFT block 215 may be im

plemented as configurable software algorithms, where the value of size N may be

modified according to the implementation.

[85] Furthermore, although described as using FFT and IFFT, this is by way of illustration



only and should not be construed to limit the scope of this disclosure. Other types of

transforms, such as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse Discrete Fourier

Transform (IDFT) functions, could be used. It will be appreciated that the value of the

variable N may be any integer number (such as 1, 2, 3, 4, or the like) for DFT and

IDFT functions, while the value of the variable N may be any integer number that is a

power of two (such as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or the like) for FFT and IFFT functions.

[86] In the transmit path 200, the channel coding and modulation block 205 receives a set

of information bits, applies coding (such as LDPC coding), and modulates the input

bits (such as with Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) or Quadrature Amplitude

Modulation (QAM)) to produce a sequence of frequency-domain modulation symbols.

The serial-to-parallel block 210 converts (such as de-multiplexes) the serial modulated

symbols to parallel data to produce N parallel symbol streams, where N is the IFFT/

FFT size used in eNB 102 and UE 116. The size N IFFT block 215 performs an IFFT

operation on the N parallel symbol streams to produce time-domain output signals. The

parallel-to- serial block 220 converts (such as multiplexes) the parallel time-domain

output symbols from the size N IFFT block 215 to produce a serial time-domain signal.

The add cyclic prefix block 225 inserts a cyclic prefix to the time-domain signal. The

up-converter 230 modulates (such as up-converts) the output of the add cyclic prefix

block 225 to RF frequency for transmission via a wireless channel. The signal may

also be filtered at baseband before conversion to RF frequency.

[87] The transmitted RF signal arrives at the UE 116 after passing through the wireless

channel, and reverse operations to those at the eNB 102 are performed. The down-

converter 255 down-converts the received signal to baseband frequency, and the

remove cyclic prefix block 260 removes the cyclic prefix to produce the serial time-

domain baseband signal. The serial-to-parallel block 265 converts the time-domain

baseband signal to parallel time domain signals. The size N FFT block 270 performs

an FFT algorithm to produce N parallel frequency-domain signals. The parallel-

to-serial block 275 converts the parallel frequency-domain signals to a sequence of

modulated data symbols. The channel decoding and demodulation block 280 de

modulates and decodes the modulated symbols to recover the original input data

stream.

[88] Each of the eNBs 101-103 may implement a transmit path that is analogous to

transmitting in the downlink to UEs 111-116 and may implement a receive path that is

analogous to receiving in the uplink from UEs 111-116. Similarly, each of UEs

111-116 may implement a transmit path corresponding to the architecture for

transmitting in the uplink to eNBs 101-103 and may implement a receive path corre

sponding to the architecture for receiving in the downlink from eNBs 101-103.

[89] Although FIGURES 2A and 2B illustrate examples of wireless transmit and receive



paths, various changes may be made to FIGURES 2A and 2B. For example, various

components in FIGURES 2A and 2B could be combined, further subdivided, or

omitted and additional components could be added according to particular needs.

[90] FIGURE 3 illustrates an example user equipment according to this disclosure. The

embodiment of the user equipment, such as UE 116, illustrated in FIGURE 3 is for i l

lustration only. The UEs 111-115 of FIGURE 1 could have the same or similar con

figuration. Note, however, that UEs come in a wide variety of configurations and that

FIGURE 3 does not limit this disclosure to any particular implementation of a UE.

[91] As shown in FIGURE 3, the UE 116 includes an antenna 305, radio frequency (RF)

transceiver 310, transmit (TX) processing circuitry 315, microphone 320, and receive

(RX) processing circuitry 325. The UE 116 also includes a speaker 330, main

processor 340, input/output (I/O) interface (IF) 345, keypad 350, display 355, and

memory 360. The memory 360 includes a basic operating system (OS) program 361

and a plurality of applications 362. The plurality of applications 362 can include one or

more of resource mapping tables (such as in Tables 1-10 described in further detail

below).

[92] The RF transceiver 310 receives, from the antenna 305, an incoming RF signal

transmitted by an eNB of the network 100. The RF transceiver 310 down-converts the

incoming RF signal to produce an intermediate frequency (IF) or a baseband signal.

The IF or baseband signal is sent to the RX processing circuitry 325, which produces a

processed baseband signal by filtering, decoding, and/or digitizing the baseband or IF

signal. The RX processing circuitry 325 transmits the processed baseband signal to the

speaker 330 (such as voice data) or to the main processor 340 for further processing

(such as web browsing).

[93] The TX processing circuitry 315 receives analog or digital voice data from the m i

crophone 320 or other outgoing baseband data (such as web data, e-mail, interactive

video game data) from the main processor 340. The TX processing circuitry 315

encodes, multiplexes, and/or digitizes the outgoing baseband data to produce a

processed baseband or IF signal. The RF transceiver 310 receives the outgoing

processed baseband or IF signal from the TX processing circuitry 315 and up-converts

the baseband or IF signal to an RF signal that is transmitted via the antenna 305.

[94] In some embodiments, the main processor 340 is a microprocessor or micro

controller. The memory 360 is coupled to the main processor 340. Part of the memory

360 could include a random access memory (RAM), and another part of the memory

360 could include a Flash memory or other read-only memory (ROM).

[95] The main processor 340 can include one or more processors and execute the basic

OS program 361 stored in the memory 360 in order to control the overall operation of

the UE 116. In one such operation, the main processor 340 controls the reception of



forward channel signals and the transmission of reverse channel signals by the RF

transceiver 310, the RX processing circuitry 325, and the TX processing circuitry 315

in accordance with well-known principles.

[96] The main processor 340 is also capable of executing other processes and programs

resident in the memory 360, such as operations for hybrid ad-hoc/network assisted

device discovery for device-to-device communications. The main processor 340 can

move data into or out of the memory 360 as used by an executing process. In some em

bodiments, the main processor 340 is configured to execute a plurality of applications

362, such as applications for CoMP communications and MU-MIMO communications.

The main processor 340 can operate the plurality of applications 362 based on the OS

program 361 or in response to a signal received from an eNB. The main processor 340

is also coupled to the I/O interface 345, which provides UE 116 with the ability to

connect to other devices such as laptop computers and handheld computers. The I/O

interface 345 is the communication path between these accessories and the main

controller 340.

[97] The main processor 340 is also coupled to the keypad 350 and the display unit 355.

The operator of the UE 116 can use the keypad 350 to enter data into the UE 116. The

display 355 may be a liquid crystal display or other display capable of rendering text

and/or at least limited graphics, such as from web sites.

[98] Although FIGURE 3 illustrates one example of UE 116, various changes may be

made to FIGURE 3. For example, various components in FIGURE 3 could be

combined, further subdivided, or omitted and additional components could be added

according to particular needs. Also, while FIGURE 3 illustrates the UE 116 operating

as a mobile telephone, UEs could be configured to operate as other types of mobile or

stationary devices.

[99] FIGURE 4 illustrates an example inter-site carrier aggregation (CA) deployment

scenario 400 according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. In

Rel-10 LTE, Carrier Aggregation (CA) was introduced to increase the peak throughput

of user equipment (UE). Inter-site carrier aggregation (CA) deployment scenario 400 is

supported in Rel-10, for example, between a macro cell 402 (on carrier frequency Fl)

and a pico cell 404 (on carrier frequency F2). REF5.

[100] FIGURES 5A-5B illustrate communications between UE 502, macro site 504, and

pico site 506 according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG.

5A illustrates uplink control information (UCI) of all cells can be transmitted on the

primary cell (Pcell). In this embodiment, macro site 504 may be the Pcell and pico site

506 may be a secondary cell (Scell).

[101] One or more embodiments of this disclosure recognize and take into account that in

Rel-10, it may be assumed that there are fast fiber connections between macro site 504



and pico site 506 such that data and Layer 1 (LI) control information can be sent from

macro site 504 to pico site 506 and vice versa with very small latency. Uplink Control

Information (UCI) such as the uplink (UL) hybrid automatic repeat request ac

knowledgment (HARQ-ACK) and channel state information (CSI) feedback for a cell

can be transmitted on the UL carrier of a different cell.

[102] For example, it is specified in Sec 10. 1 of REF3 that if UE 502 is transmitting

PUSCH on the PCell, the UL HARQ-ACK and CSI of all aggregated cells shall be

transmitted. In addition, in Rel-10, a UE transmits PUCCH, which can be used to carry

UCI, only on the PCell. Under a certain condition, the UCI of all cells may also be

transmitted on the SCell via PUSCH on the SCell. REF3.

[103] FIG. 5B illustrates random access response for a Scell transmitted on the Pcell in

response to a random access preamble transmitted on the Scell. In Rel-1 1, to better

support UL carrier aggregation for inter-site carrier aggregation, the feature of multiple

timing advance and random access procedure for the SCell has been standardized in

3GPP. The Random Access Response (also known as Message 2 or Msg 2) for the

Random Access (RA) procedure on the SCell can be transmitted on the common

search space of the PCell.

[104] FIGURE 6 illustrates a layer 2 structure 600 for downlink with carrier aggregation

configured according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. In an

embodiment, inter-site CA in Rel-10 may use very tight coordination of cells, which

can be achieved by having fast fiber connections between sites and by having a central

controller (eNodeB) controlling the cells, the scheduler for the multiple cells is also

typically centralized. In Rel-10, the multi-carrier nature of the physical layer is only

exposed to the MAC layer for which one HARQ entity is used per serving cell. REF5.

As the number of cells controlled by the eNodeB increases, the cost of backhaul

transport also increases as more fibers need to be rolled out.

[105] FIGURES 7A-7B illustrate communications between UE 702, serving cells 702-706,

and drift cells 708-712 according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. FIG. 7A illustrates inter-eNodeB carrier aggregation architecture.

[106] In an embodiment of this disclosure, the cost of backhaul can be reduced if the

backhaul is copper based or microwave based. Additionally, in an embodiment, it may

be desirable to allow distributed controller architecture, where each site can have a

certain level of autonomous scheduler operation. This architecture may be inter-

eNodeB carrier aggregation architecture and a possible architecture as illustrated in

FIG. 7A. REF8.

[107] FIG. 7B illustrates inter-eNodeB carrier aggregation architecture. In an embodiment,

it is not desirable to transmit the UCI needed for the scheduler of a cell to another cell

of a different site, in other words the UCI of a cell of a site should be transmitted to a



cell of the same site where the eNodeB controlling the PCell may be referred to as

Serving eNodeB or Master eNodeB 704b and the eNodeB controlling the SCell at a

different site as Drift eNodeB or Secondary eNodeB 708b. In addition, it is also

desirable that the Msg 2 is transmitted on a cell of the same site as where the RA

preamble was transmitted.

[108] Various embodiments of this disclosure provide methods to enable the support of

inter-eNodeB carrier aggregation at the physical layer.

[109] Aspects, features, and advantages of the disclosure are readily apparent from the

following detailed description, simply by illustrating a number of particular em

bodiments and implementations, including the best mode contemplated for carrying

out the embodiments of the disclosure. The embodiments of the disclosure are also

capable of other and different embodiments, and its several details can be modified in

various obvious respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of the em

bodiments of the disclosure. Accordingly, the drawings and description are to be

regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive. The embodiments of the

disclosure are illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the

figures of the accompanying drawings.

[110] One or more than one cell configured for carrier aggregation can be configured by

the network to be associated with a new type of cell which we shall simply refer to as a

special cell that provides a set of functions for the cells associated with this special

cell. There can be one or more than one such special cells. The PCell always serves as

a special cell. The set of functions provided by the special cell is at least one of the

following:

[111] · Cell where PUCCH can be transmitted (if PUCCH on multiple cells is defined).

[112] · Cell where UCI transmission on PUSCH is prioritized, for example, for power

control.

[113] · Cell where physical downlink control channel (PDCCH/EPDCCH)'s Common

Search Space (CSS) is defined or can be configured.

[114] (a) With CSS, it would be possible to transmit Transmit Power Control (TPC) for a

cell in the secondary CA group using DCI format 3/3A.

[115] · Cell that may never be deactivated.

[116] (a) After configuration of the SCG PCell, the initial/default state of the cell is

"activated".

[117] (b) SCell deactivation timer (sCellDeactivationTimer) is not applicable for SCG

PCell or is always considered running (never expires).

[118] · Cell that can be used for transmission of random access response (Msg2) of the

random access procedure.

[119] (a) If a PDCCH common search space is defined for SCG PCell, the Msg2 for cells



belonging to the same CA group as the SCG PCell can be transmitted on the common

search space of the SCG PCell.

[120] · Cell that is used as DL timing reference for UL transmission for the cells in the

same TAG as the SCG PCell, assuming that the SCG PCell is not in the same TAG as

the PCG PCell.

[121] · Cell where UE-initiated RACH resource parameters are configured, in other words

the cell where random access preamble transmission can be initiated by the UE (in

other words, preamble transmission does not need to be triggered by the network).

[122] · Cell where the DCI formats that can be transmitted in the CSS of the control

region (PDCCH or EPDCCH) can be received by the UE. The example DCI formats

are DCI format 0/1C/1A/3/3A. This implies that the UE has to monitor those DCI

formats in the CSS of PDCCH/EPDCCH.

[123] FIGURE 8 illustrates a primary CA group (PCG) 802 and a secondary CA group

(SCG) 804 according to an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. In an

embodiment, the association of cell(s) with the special cell(s) can be realized by

grouping cells configured to the UE into one or more CA groups. A CA group can

contain one or more than one cells. The cells that are grouped into a CA group are a s

sociated with a particular eNodeB (e.g. either serving eNodeB (Master eNodeB) or

drift eNodeB (Secondary eNodeB)). The Uplink Control Information (UCI) (e.g.

HARQ-ACK, CSI) for the SCell(s) in one CA group, is transmitted to the cell(s)

belonging to the same CA group. In other words, the UCI for cell(s) in one CA group

may never be transmitted to the cell(s) in another CA group.

[124] Throughout the invention, PCG can be also interpreted as primary cell group. PCG

can also be referred to as master cell group (MCG). Primary CA group, primary cell

group, and master cell group can be interchangeable. An MCG is a group of serving

cells associated with a Master enhanced NodeB (MeNB), where the MeNB is an eNB

which the UE connects to initially and which acts as mobility anchor. SCG can be also

interpreted as secondary cell group. Secondary CA group and secondary cell group can

be interchangeable. An SCG is a group of serving cells associated with a Secondary

enhanced NodeB (SeNB), where the SeNB is an eNB providing additional radio

resources for the UE, which is not the Master eNB.

[125] In an embodiment, the CA group comprising of the PCell may be referred to as the

Primary CA group (PCG) and the CA group not comprising of the PCell may be

referred to as the Secondary CA group (SCG). There may be one PCG but there can be

zero, one, or more than one SCG. In an embodiment, the eNodeB handling the PCG

may be referred to as the PCG eNodeB or Master eNodeB, and the eNodeB handling

the SCG may be referred to as the SCG eNodeB or Secondary eNodeB.

[126] In an embodiment, one SCell within each Secondary CA group can be configured as



the SCG PCell.

[127] In an embodiment, a SCG PCell may be a SCell with at least one of the functions of

the special cell. In particular, properties/functions of this SCG PCell can include one or

more of the following:

[128] · Cell where PUCCH can be transmitted (if PUCCH on multiple cells is defined).

[129] · Cell where UCI transmission on PUSCH is prioritized e.g. for power control

[130] · Cell where physical downlink control channel (PDCCH/EPDCCH)'s Common

Search Space (CSS) is defined or can be configured

[131] (a) With CSS, it would be possible to transmit Transmit Power Control (TPC) for a

cell in the secondary CA group using DCI format 3/3A.

[132] · Cell that may never be deactivated

[133] (a) After configuration of the SCG PCell, the initial/default state of the cell is

"activated".

[134] (b) SCell deactivation timer (sCellDeactivationTimer) is not applicable for SCG

PCell or is always considered running (never expires).

[135] · Cell that can be used for transmission of random access response (Msg2) of the

random access procedure

[136] (a) If a PDCCH common search space is defined for SCG PCell, the Msg2 for cells

belonging to the same CA group as the SCG PCell can be transmitted on the common

search space of the SCG PCell.

[137] · Cell that is used as DL timing reference for UL transmission for the cells in the

same TAG as the SCG PCell, assuming that the SCG PCell is not in the same TAG as

the PCG PCell.

[138] · Cell where UE-initiated RACH resource parameters are configured, i.e. the cell

where random access preamble transmission can be initiated by the UE (i.e. doesn't

need to be triggered by the network).

[139] · Cell where the DCI formats that can be transmitted in the CSS of the control

region (PDCCH or EPDCCH) can be received by the UE. The example DCI formats

are DCI format 0/1C/1A/3/3A. This implies that the UE has to monitor those DCI

formats in the CSS of PDCCH/EPDCCH.

[140] Alternatively, the SCG PCell can be viewed as a PCell with at least the exception

that the UE does not monitor the DCI formats to receive broadcast system information

(e.g. DCI format 1C in the Common Search Space of PDCCH that schedules the

System Information Blocks (SIBs)).

[141] Within each CA group, Rel-10/1 1 CA procedures generally hold, e.g. UE procedure

for determining physical uplink control channel assignment (Sec 10.1 of 36.213), UE

procedure for reporting HARQ-ACK (Sec 7.3 of 36.213), or the like.

[142] In different embodiments there may be multiple C-RNTI configurations for inter-



eNodeB CA. In an embodiment, the same C-RNTI may not be used by two UEs that

are RRC-connected to the same cell simultaneously. In Rel-10/1 1 CA, a UE is

assigned only one C-RNTI by the network which the UE shall assume for all ag

gregated cells. If the SCG eNodeB is a stand-alone eNodeB capable of operating as a

stand-alone cell handling its own UEs, the C-RNTI assigned by the PCG eNodeB for a

CA UE may also be used by the SCG eNodeB for another UE, in which case the same

C-RNTI used by the PCG eNodeB cannot be used by the SCG eNodeB for the CA UE

without resulting in a C-RNTI collision problem.

[143] To avoid the collision issue, the UE can be configured with a different C-RNTI for a

serving cell (that is not the PCell) than the C-RNTI configured for the PCell. More

specifically, the serving cells associated with a SCG can be configured with a different

C-RNTI than that used for the serving cells associated with the PCG.

[144] If the C-RNTI configuration for a SCG is received by the UE in the PCG, then a

method is needed for the PCG eNodeB to determine the C-RNTI of choice of the SCG

eNodeB and configure the C-RNTI concerned to the UE. Two methods are described

below:

[145] In one example method of one embodiment, during the process of setting up inter-

eNodeB CA, the SCG eNodeB is used to select a C-RNTI for the SCG and forward it

(e.g. over X2 interface) to the PCG eNodeB, so that the PCG eNodeB can include the

new C-RNTI in the inter-eNodeB CA higher layer configuration message to the CA

UE, e.g. in the SCG/SCell configuration message such as in IE PhysicalConfigDedi-

catedSCell REF7.

[146] In one example method of one embodiment, during the process of setting up inter-

eNodeB CA, the PCG eNodeB is used to forward the C-RNTI value (e.g. over X2

interface) it uses for the CA UE to the SCG eNodeB(s). Upon receiving the C-RNTI

from PCG eNodeB, the SCG eNodeB checks if the C-RNTI has already been used for

one of the UEs served by the SCG eNodeB. If the forwarded C-RNTI has already been

used, the SCG eNodeB chooses a new C-RNTI for the CA UE and then forwards the

new C-RNTI to the PCG eNodeB (e.g. over the X2 interface) so that the PCG eNodeB

can include the new C-RNTI in the inter-eNodeB CA higher layer configuration

message to the CA UE. If the forwarded C-RNTI is not already used by the SCG

eNodeB, the SCG eNodeB can just acknowledge the reception of the forwarded C-

RNTI to the PCG eNodeB (e.g. over the X2 interface) and the PCG eNodeB upon

receiving the acknowledgement, assumes that the forwarded C-RNTI earlier will also

be used by the SCG eNodeB. The SCG/SCell configuration message (e.g. IE Physical-

ConfigDedicatedSCell REF7) to the UE contains the C-RNTI value that the UE shall

assume for the SCG. Since a collision of C-RNTIs is rare due to the large number

RNTIs reserved for C-RNTI, signaling of C-RNTI value for SCG to the UE may not



always be present. If the signaling of the C-RNTI is absent, the CA UE assumes the

same C-RNTI for the SCG as for the PCG.

[147] With the above example methods, there is a possibility that the chosen C-RNTI by

the SCG eNodeB can be the same as that used for the PCG eNodeB. If it is beneficial

to ensure that the C-RNTI used for different CA groups are different (e.g. for the

purpose of differentiating CA group), then additional coordination between the

eNodeBs to partition the C-RNTI set into non-overlapping subsets, where each subset

can be assigned to one of the eNodeBs participating in inter-eNodeB CA.

[148] In different embodiments there may be an Inter-eNodeB CA configuration. Two

signaling methods for CA group configuration and SCG PCell configuration are given

below:

[149] In one example method of one embodiment, a CA group ID is configured by the

network for each cell configured for carrier aggregation. Cells that are configured with

the same CA group ID value belong to the same CA group. The configuration of CA

group ID is done by higher layer signaling (e.g. RRC signaling when a cell is added).

The PCG has a fixed ID value, e.g. its CA group ID is always 0 (in which case the

PCell's CA group ID doesn't need to be signaled. Furthermore, if a SCell is not

assigned a CA group ID, it is assumed to have CA group ID of 0).

[150] The serving cell id can still be unique for each cell across all cells regardless of the

CA group (Ex. 1 in Table 1). In another variation, the serving cell id is only unique

within each CA group; hence a cell is uniquely identified by combination of CA group

id and serving cell id (Ex. 2 in Table 1).

[151] In addition, for each Secondary CA group, one SCell within the group can be

configured as SCG PCell by higher layer signaling, e.g. RRC. Alternatively, the cell

with the smallest serving cell index within the CA group can be assumed by the UE to

be the SCG PCell, in which case additional signaling of the SCG PCell assignment is

not used (see Table 1).

[152] Table 1



[Table 1]

CA grouping by CA group id configuration

[153] In one example method of one embodiment, assuming different C-RNTI is

configured for different CA group (e.g. by using the methods in Embodiment 2), C-

RNTI for each SCell indicates grouping information. In this embodiment, C-RNTI is

configured by RRC for a cell when the cell is added. If C-RNTI is not configured for a

SCell when it is added, the UE assumes the C-RNTI is the same as that for the PCell.

[154] In this embodiment, an information element configuring a SCell may include a C-

RNTI field, which indicates the C-RNTI value to be used for the configured SCell. The

default value for the C-RNTI field is the same as the C-RNTI of the PCell. When a UE

is configured with multiple serving cells with different C-RNTIs, serving cells

assigned with the same C-RNTI form a CA group (See Table 2).

[155] In addition, for each SCG, one cell within the group can be configured as SCG PCell

by higher layer signaling, e.g. RRC. Alternatively, the cell configured with the smallest

SCell index (or assume the smallest serving cell index) within the SCG is assumed by

the UE to be the SCG PCell, in which case additional signaling of the SCG PCell a s

signment is not used.

[156] Table 2



[Table 2]

CA grouping by C-RNTI configuration

[157] In different embodiments there may be an Inter-eNodeB CA and multiple TA.

Within each CA group, there can be one or more Timing Advance Groups (TAGs). In

Rel-1 1, it can be assumed that there is only one CA group and multiple TAGs within

the CA group are supported.

[158] When considering inter-eNodeB CA, there can be two possible embodiments

regarding the relationship with multiple timing advance (TA) support as follows.

[159] In one example embodiment, Inter-eNodeB CA includes multiple TA. Since the

eNodeBs are typically not geographically co-located, the propagation delays from the

UE to each eNodeB are in general different. This implies that cells that do not belong

to the same CA group may not be configured as the same TAG. Within each CA

group, Rel-11 procedure for supporting multiple timing advances is applicable, where

the SCG PCell of each CA group behaves as the PCell in Rel-1 1.

[160] In one example embodiment, Inter-eNodeB CA includes single TA. It may also be

possible for certain deployment scenarios (e.g. heterogeneous network) that only a

single TAG is configured even though multiple CA groups are configured. For

example, assume one eNodeB corresponds to the macro eNodeB and another eNodeB

corresponds to a small cell. The small cell, by definition, has a small coverage area,

then it follows that the range of propagation delays of the UEs within the small cell

coverage between the UEs to the small cell's eNodeB is also small. This implies that if

the UEs are synchronized to the macro eNodeB, the same UL transmission timing used

for the macro eNodeB may also be suitable for use for the small cell eNodeB, in the

sense that the times of arrival of UL signals at the small cell eNodeB from all the UEs

under the small cell coverage are within a tolerable range such that the orthogonality of

UL SC-FDM signals between UEs are still maintained. Hence, it follows that a single

TAG may be sufficient even though the UE is configured with inter-eNodeB CA.

[161] In one example embodiment, CA grouping by TAG configuration exists when in one



or more of the above example embodiments. Assuming inter-eNodeB CA with single

TA is not supported; in other words inter-eNodeB CA implies that multiple TA should

also be supported (as described above); TAG id can be reused as the CA group id for

new UE supporting inter-eNodeB CA, as shown in Table 3 (in other words, the CA

group id is the same as the TAG id; a TAG corresponds to a CA group).

[162] Table 3

[Table 3]

CA grouping by TAG configuration

[163] Assume CA grouping by TAG configuration. For UEs capable of multiple TA, ad

ditional capability signaling should be provided by the UE to the network to indicate

its inter-eNodeB CA capability. This allows the network to differentiate legacy UEs

that support multiple TA but cannot support inter-eNodeB CA.

[164] Assume still CA grouping by TAG configuration. In order to allow the new UE

capable of inter-eNodeB CA (and hence multiple TA) to differentiate if inter-eNodeB

is being configured or not, signaling by the network is needed. If the network only

configures multiple TAGs to the UE, the UE shall only assume a single CA group is

configured. If the network configures multiple TAGs to the UE and in addition also

indicates that inter-eNodeB CA is configured, then the UE assumes CA grouping as

e.g. illustrated by Table 3. The inter-eNodeB CA indication can be one bit higher layer

signaling (e.g. by RRC). This inter-eNodeB CA signaling also enables the new UEs to

operate in a legacy network that supports multiple TA but not inter-eNodeB CA

(Configuration 2 in Table 4). In another example, a 2-bit field jointly configuring inter-

eNodeB CA and multiple TAG can be introduced, and the states of the field

correspond to the four Configurations in Table 4.

[165] Table 4



[Table 4]

UE interpretation depending on configuration of multiple TAGs and inter-eNodeB CA

[166] In different embodiments there may be a physical channel for UCI transmissions. As

mentioned above, when multiple CA groups are configured, the Uplink Control In

formation (UCI) (e.g. HARQ-ACK, CSI) for the SCell(s) in one CA group, is

transmitted to the cell(s) belonging to the CA group, i.e. the UCI for cell(s) in one CA

group is never transmitted to the cell(s) in another CA group. The UCI for the cells in

the PCG is referred to as the PCG UCI and the UCI for the cells in the SCG is referred

to as the SCG UCI.

[167] The transmission for the PCG UCI and the related procedures for the PCG can be the

same as those defined in Rel-10/1 1. For the SCG UCI, since PUCCH is not defined for

SCell in Rel-10/1 1 and the UCI cannot be transmitted to the cell(s) in the PCG, there

are two alternatives to transmit the SCG UCI:

[168] In one example of one embodiment, PUCCH is configured/defined for a SCell to

carry the SCG UCI. For example, a SCell can be configured as the SCG PCell for the

secondary CA group.

[169] In one example of one embodiment, SCG UCI is transmitted on the PUSCH on one

of the cells of SCG, e.g. the SCG PCell. The advantage in this embodiment is that

PUCCH for the SCell need not be defined. SCG UCI can be piggybacked on a SCG

PUSCH when scheduled together with transport block transmissions. UCI can also be

transmitted on PUSCH as a UCI only PUSCH (i.e. without UL-SCH data) if there is no

UL-SCH data scheduled (See below for an example design).

[170] FIGURE 9 illustrates an example periodic PUSCH 900 according to an advantageous

embodiment of the present disclosure. In one example of one embodiment, periodic

PUSCH resources can be configured to carry the SCG UCI on PUSCH. Periodic

PUSCH 900 are PUSCH resources with their time and frequency resources configured

by the higher layer signaling (e.g. by RRC). The time resources are periodic in the

sense that there is transmission opportunity for every x time unit, e.g. 5 ms or 5



subframes. The frequency resources are configured to be a certain physical resource

blocks pair. Frequency hopping can also be utilized for frequency diversity in order to

improve reception reliability and robustness. UCI such as HARQ-ACK can be ac

cumulated over multiple (e.g., x) DL subframes where the latest DL subframe is a

predefined z time units before the subframe for periodic PUSCH transmission. All the

HARQ-ACKs accumulated can be multiplexed for transmission in the periodic

PUSCH. In this example embodiment, x = 5 and z = 4.

[171] FIGURE 10 illustrates an example power efficient inter-eNodeB 1000 according to

an advantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. In different embodiments,

there may be power efficient inter-eNodeB UL CA. If the SCG corresponds to a small

cell TP1, it is more power efficient for UE to transmit to small cell TP1. This is

because the path loss to small cell TPlis typically smaller than the path loss to a macro

cell TP0.

[172] In one or more embodiments, there may be only one serving cell within a CA group

that the UE is allowed to send Scheduling Request (SR). UE should send SR on the

carrier with the smallest path loss (i.e., f2) among the cells configured with Scheduling

Request resources (Tx power - L3 filtered RSRP of the carrier).

[173] For a PCell or an SCG PCell, a PUCCH format 1 resource can be configured as an

SR resource. If no PUCCH resource is configured for SR in the SCG PCell (i.e., a

serving cell configured on f2), then the UE can transmit random access preamble as an

SR. To facilitate this, an embodiment provides that at least one random access resource

should be able to be configured by the network for each CA group. The configuration

should be able to be done regardless of whether multiple TA is configured or not.

[174] In addition, if the SCG belongs to a secondary TAG (sTAG) and the UL of SCG is

not in sync, the UE can also initiate RACH procedure with the SCG. If multiple CA

groups are not in sync, a rule can be defined such that the UE should always initiate

RACH procedure with the cell with the smallest path loss, where the cell may belong

to either the PCG or a SCG.

[175] Within each CA group, there is at least one cell configured with random access p a

rameters that enable to the UE to initiate random access procedures.

[176] FIGURE 11 illustrates an exemplary procedure to add a SCG 1106 to a UE 1102

which is connected to a MCG 1104, according to an advantageous embodiment of the

present disclosure. MCG (or MeNB) 1104 can negotiate with SCG (or SeNB) 1106,

about which preamble (a dedicated preamble, p, referred to as parameter ra-

Preamblelndex) and/or PRACH resource or PRACH occasion (or PRACH Mask,

referred to as parameter ra-PRACH-Masklndex) a UE can use to perform random

access to secondary CA group 1106. The negotiation can be done via two CA groups,

or can be done by another network node, such as mobility management entity or self



organized network server, or the like.

[177] MCG 1104 can send a message, e.g., a configuration message, to the UE, where the

message (for example, RACH-ConfigDedicated) can include the dedicated preamble

and/or the PRACH resource/Mask to the UE whom will be configured to have a SCG,

and an indication which indicates that the dedicated preamble and/or the PRACH

resource/Mask is for the UE to perform random access to the SCG which is to be

added to the UE.

[178] The UE may add or configure SCG, and activate Pcell of SCG. The UE can use the

dedicated preamble and/or the PRACH resource/Mask to perform random access to the

SCG. The UE can perform the random access to the primary cell of the SCG.

[179] The SCG should regard the UE's random access as the request for the establishment

of SCG for the UE, where such request can be identified by the received preamble that

the UE uses. In other words, if the SCG receives a RACH with preamble being p,

which is the reserved preamble for the UE to perform RACH, the SCG should regard

the UE's access as for the SCG addition. After the random access is successful, the

lower layer of the UE can indicate to the higher layer that the SCG addition is

successful. If the random access is not successful, the lower layer can indicate to the

higher layer that the SCG addition fails. The UE can send the MCG a message which

indicates the configuration is complete.

[180] A timer can be used for the RACH. The timer value can be included in a message

sent to the UE from MCG. When the UE starts the RACH, the timer can be started.

When RACH is successful, the timer is stopped. If the timer expires, it can mean a

RACH failure is reached.

[181] For the RACH parameter negotiation, the negotiation can be in-between MCG and

SCG, or via another node, such as a gateway, a server, or the like. The MCG can tell

the SCG, that MCG is using Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI)-l.

MCG can also tell SCG about the UE's MAC ID. The UE's MAC ID can be used, for

example, for access control, authentication, security purpose, or the like.

[182] After SCG receives the C-RNTI- 1, the SCG can tell the MCG a C-RNTI-2 value that

the UE should use when the UE communicates with SCG. C-RNTI-2 and C-RNTI- 1

can be different. They can be the same in certain embodiments depending on the

network policy. The SCG can also send a preamble p and PRACH resource/Mask, to

the MCG. The preamble p is the one that the UE should use to perform RACH to the

SCG, to establish the SCG addition. Preferably, the preamble p should not be in the set

of the preambles that are used for contention based RACH, rather, it should be for the

contention-free RACH.

[183] After MCG obtains preamble p, and C-RNTI-2, the MCG can send message to the

UE. The MCG can let the UE know C-RNTI-2 which the UE should use to com-



municate with the SCG. Alternatively, C-RNTI-2 does not need to be sent to the MCG

and MCG does not need to send it to the UE, rather, C-RNTI-2 can be sent from the

SCG to the UE via random access response. The MCG signals to the UE about the

preamble p and PRACH resource/Mask that the UE shall use to RACH a secondary

carry group (SCG), e.g., RACH the SCG Pcell, which is indicated by the physical cell

ID (PCID) of the Pcell of the SCG. Along with the preamble p, PRACH resource/

Mask, a purpose indication (implicit or explicit) can be there to indicate it is for inter-

eNB CA, e.g., the signal itself can be have a type, or an information element (IE) type,

to indicate the purpose of inter-eNB CA SCG configuration. The UE can add the SCG

Pcell and Scell(s) in SCG, to the Scell set. The UE can also activate the SCG Pcell.

The SCG Pcell may be activated all the time (it may be also deactivated if needed),

while the SCG Scell can be deactivated. In certain embodiment, the SCG Pcell can be

activated all the time.

[184] The UE can perform RACH to the Pcell of the SCG, using the preamble p and

PRACH-Masklndex. After the SCG Pcell receives the preamble p, the SCG can then

send random access response to the UE who used preamble p. If the RACH is

successful, The UE's lower layer can let the higher layer know that the SCG addition is

successful. If the RACH is not successful, the UE's lower layer can let the higher layer

know the failure.

[185] Note that throughput the disclosure, SCG addition, or adding SCG, or the like, is in

terchangeable to adding SCell where the SCell is in an eNB different than the serving

eNB (or MeNB) to the UE, or UE's SCell addition where the SCell is in an eNB

different than the serving eNB (or MeNB), or SCell addition in the different eNB.

[186] FIGURE 12 illustrates a procedure 1200 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is

connected to a MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure.

[187] Referring to FIG. 12, a UE is firstly connected 1205 to a MeNB. The MeNB can

configure 1210 the UE to perform measurement and reporting (for example, for the

cells in SeNB). The UE reports 1215 the measurement. The MeNB can decide to add

the first SCG cell 1220. Alternatively, MeNB can communicate to other network entity

about its preference to add the first SCG cell and the decision of adding the SCG cell

may be made by other network entity rather than the MeNB. The MeNB or the

network can send SCG addition request to the SeNB 1225. In the request, it can

include the UE's MAC ID, C-RNTI (C-RNTI-1) that the UE uses with the MeNB, and

the PCID of the cell that will be added in SCG to the UE. The SeNB can then send

SCG addition response to the MeNB 1230. The response can be negative if it rejects to

be added. The response can be positive if it agrees to be added and the response can

include dedicated PRACH resources for the UE to use to perform RACH for SCG



addition, where the PRACH resources can include a preamble p, PRACH Masklndex.

The response can also include a C-RNTI (C-RNTI-2) that the SeNB would assign to

the UE to use to be connected with the SeNB (alternatively, C-RNTI-2 does not need

to be sent to the MCG, and C-RNTI-2 does not need to be sent to the UE from the

MCG, instead, it can be sent from the SCG to the UE in random access response). A l

ternatively, the communication from the SeNB to the MeNB may be via some other

network entity. After receiving the positive response for SCG addition, the MeNB can

send 1235 a message of the scell addition list (for example, sCellToAddModList) that

includes the PCID of the cell in the SCG to be added to the UE. The cells in the SCG

indicated in sCellToAddModList can have an indication to indicate that they are for

the SCG (not for the MCG). Alternatively, a message of SeNB addition can be defined

and configured to the UE (for example, seNBToAddMod or seNBToAddModList),

wherein a message of the SCell addition list associated with the SeNB can be included

(for example, sCellToAddModList). An additional indication may be used to indicate

the SCG Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the random access for SCG to be

performed, to differentiate it from the other scells in the SCG. These indications for

SCG cells, or SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for example, by using respective IEs

in the message. Then the UE will configure to add the cell. The MeNB can also send

1240 an RRC signaling including an IE (information element) or an information field,

or the like for a purpose of SCG addition, where the IE can include the cell identifier

(for example, the PCID) to which the RACH will be performed, the preamble p,

PRACH Masklndex, C-RNTI-2 that the MeNB received from the SeNB (or the

network). The random access is also for a purpose of SCG addition for the UE. The

purpose of SCG addition can be, for example, indicated by the respective IE, or alter

natively, an explicit indication in the message. The RRC can then command MAC to

trigger random access for SCG addition 1245. Alternatively, the scell addition list in

1235 may not need to include the cell identifier of the cell to which the RACH for

SCG addition is performed, or message 1235 can be omitted, instead, the cell identifier

is included in the IE for SCG addition together with the RACH parameters, and the UE

will configure the lower layer to add the cell with the cell identifier which is included

in the IE for SCG addition in the RRC signaling, and command the MAC to trigger

RACH for SCG addition 1245. The UE then performs random access to the cell with

the PCID in SeNB using the indicated preamble p and PRACH Masklndex 1250. The

SeNB can send random access response if it receives the preamble p 1255, where the

response can include C-RNTI-2. If the random access for SCG addition is successful,

the UE's lower layer can inform the higher layer about the success. The UE can

indicate the success to the MeNB 1260 with a positive acknowledgement. If the

random access for SCG addition fails, the UE's lower layer can inform the higher layer



about the failure 1260 with a negative acknowledgement. The UE can indicate the

failure to the MeNB. Then the MeNB can communicate the network or the SeNB

about the SCG addition 1265, either success, or failure. Alternatively, the SCG can

know the RACH is successful if a further message after the random access response

(for example, message 3) is received from the UE, and the SCG may signal the success

to the MCG. The SCG may also know the RACH failure if no further message after the

random access response is received for a certain time (such as a time configured by a

timer), and SCG may signal the failure to the MCG, The SCG can release the reserved

resources for the random access when it is no longer needed.

[188] FIGURE 13 illustrates a comparison 1300 of handover and Scell addition in terms of

random access procedure according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. In an embodiment, a UE is connected to a MCG, and a SCG needs to be

added to the UE's connection.

[189] In operation 1302, a UE receives dedicated RACH information element (IE),

including the RACH preamble and PRACH occasion indicated by, e.g., ra-

Preamblelndex, ra-PRACH-Masklndex, respectively. The dedicated RACH IE can be

in a RRC message, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message. In operation

1304, the UE determines whether the received dedicated RACH IE is for commanding

handover, or for adding SCell to the UE where the SCell is in a different eNB from the

serving eNB. For example, if the dedicated RACH IE is included in an IE, e.g., the mo-

bilityControlInfo IE (same name as in REF7), it means the dedicated RACH IE is for

commanding handover. If the dedicated RACH ID is included in another IE, e.g., a

rach-ConfigSCG IE, it means the dedicated RACH IE is for SCell addition to the UE

where the SCell is in a different eNB than the serving eNB.

[190] If the dedicated RACH IE is for handover, or if the dedicated RACH ID is included

in the mobilityControlInfo IE, at operation 1306, the UE performs synchronization to a

target cell using the parameters in the dedicated RACH IE. In operation 1308, the UE

configures the lower layer according to information element, e.g., the RadioRe-

sourceConfig (as in REF7). In operation 1310, the UE generates a message, for

example, the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete message, and submit it to the

lower layer to trigger random access. In operation 1312, the UE configures lower layer

to use the preamble and PRACH occasion as indicated in ra-Preamblelndex & ra-

PRACH-Masklndex when performing random access in the target cell.

[191] If the dedicated RACH IE is for SCell addition where the SCell is in a different eNB

than the serving eNB, or if the dedicated RACH ID is included in another IE, for

example a rach-ConfigSCG IE, at operation 1314, the UE configures lower layer to

add the SCell in a different eNB than the serving eNB, or add the PCell of the SCG

and the SCell(s) of the SCG where the SCG can be of a different eNB than the serving



eNB. If the received RRCConnectionReconfiguration includes the sCellToAd-

dModList, the UE performs SCell addition or modification. The UE configures lower

layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if configured, to be in deactivated

state; and configures lower layers to consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state. At

operation 1316, the UE RRC instructs the lower layer to trigger random access in the

added SCell. At operation 1318, the UE configures lower layer to use the preamble and

PRACH occasion as indicated in ra-Preamblelndex & ra-PRACH-Masklndex when

performing random access in the SCell (e.g., which can be the PCell of the SCG).

[192] Table 5

[Table 5]

Summary of the difference between handover and SCell addition in terms of random

access procedure.

[193] FIGURE 14 illustrates a procedure 1400 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is



connected to an MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. .

In an embodiment, a UE is firstly connected 1405 to an MeNB. The MeNB can

configure 1410 the UE to perform measurement and reporting (for example, for the

cells in SeNB). The UE reports 1415 the measurement. The MeNB can decide to add

the first SCG cell 1420. The MeNB can send SCG addition request to the SeNB 1425.

In the request, it can include the UE's MAC ID, C-RNTI (C-RNTI-1) that the UE uses

with the MeNB, and the cell indentification (for example, PCID) of the cell that will be

added in SCG to the UE. The C-RNTI-1 can be used for the SeNB to choose a C-RNTI

different (if needed) from C-RNTI-1 for the UE to communicate with the SeNB. The

SeNB can then send SCG addition response to the MeNB 1430. The response can be

negative if it rejects to be added. The response can be positive if it agrees to be added

and the response can include dedicated PRACH resources for the UE to use to perform

RACH for SCG addition, where the PRACH resources can include a preamble p,

PRACH Masklndex. After receiving the positive response for SCG addition, the

MeNB can send 1435 a RRC message (for example, RRCConnectionReconfiguration)

which can include an IE (information element) for SCG addition, where the IE can

include an cell identifier (for example, PCID) of the cell to which the random access is

to be performed, the preamble p, PRACH Masklndex, that the MeNB received from

the SeNB, and sCellToAddModList which includes the cell identification (for

example, PCID) of the cell in the SCG to be added to the UE. The cells in the SCG

indicated in sCellToAddModList can have an indication to indicate that they are for

the SCG (not for the MCG). An additional indication may be used to indicate the SCG

Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the random access for SCG to be performed, to

differentiate it from the other scells in the SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or

SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for example, by using respective IEs in the message.

Alternatively, the sCellToAddModList may not need to include the cell identification,

or the sCellToAddModList may be omitted for the SCG addition purpose. Then the

UE's higher layer will configure the lower layer to add the cell with the indicated cell

identification 1440. The UE's RRC can then command MAC to trigger random access

for SCG addition 1445. The UE then performs random access to the cell with the PCID

in SeNB using the indicated preamble p and PRACH Masklndex 1450. The SeNB can

send random access response if it receives the preamble p 1455, where the response

can include C-RNTI-2. If the random access for SCG addition is successful, the UE's

lower layer can inform the higher layer about the success. The UE can indicate the

success to the MeNB 1460 with a positive ack. If the random access for SCG addition

fails, the UE's lower layer can inform the higher layer about the failure. The UE can

indicate the failure to the MeNB 1460 with a negative ack. Then the MeNB can com-



municate the network or the SeNB about the SCG addition 1465, either success, or

failure. Alternatively, the SCG can know the RACH is successful if a further message

after the random access response (for example, message 3) is received from the UE,

and the SCG may signal the success to the MCG. The SCG may also know the RACH

failure if no further message after the random access response is received for a certain

time (such as a time configured by a timer), and SCG may signal the failure to the

MCG, The SCG can release the reserved resources for the random access when it is no

longer needed.

[195] FIGURE 15 illustrates a process 1500 of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH before RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment. The MCG can send UE a RRC message. The RRC message

can include an information element for SCG configuration for the UE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE. Note that the IE can be a standalone IE, or included in other IEs. In

addition, the name of the IE may be different from rach-ConfigSCG in standards speci

fication. The IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE, can include an identifier (for example,

PCID c) of the cell to which the random access for SCG addition is to be performed,

ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like. The PCID is the physical

ID of the cell. The ra-Preamblelndex p is the index of the preamble sequence that the

UE should use to perform RACH to the SCG Pcell. The ra-PRACH-Masklndex can

indicate the PRACH occasions that the UE should use to perform RACH.

[196] The RRC message can be: RRCConectionReconfiguration (e.g., the same name as in

REF7), or some other messages such as radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and ra-

dioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell (using the same name as in REF7).

[197] The MCG can also send a list, e.g., sCellToAddModList (the same name as in

REF7), which includes the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information,

e.g., the PCID. The cells in the SCG indicated in sCellToAddModList can have an in

dication to indicate that they are for the SCG (not for the MCG). An additional in

dication may be used to indicate the SCG Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the

random access for SCG to be performed, to differentiate it from the other scells in the

SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for

example, by using respective IEs in the message. Alternatively, the sCellToAd

dModList may not need to include the cell identification, or the sCellToAddModList

may be omitted for the SCG addition purpose. The list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, can

be included in the RRC message, e.g., in RRCConectionReconfiguration message. As

an alternative, the sCellToAddModList does not need to include the cell identification

of the cell to which the UE is to perform random access for the SCG addition, or the

sCellToAddModList may be omitted for the SCG addition procedure.

[198] The list e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, may be in



the same RRC message, e.g., RRCConectionReconfiguration message. Or they can be

in different RRC messages, e.g., the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList can be in the RRC

ConectionReconfiguration message, while the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, can be in

the radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell.

[199] The transmission order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be flexible, e.g., the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is

sometime after the list.

[200] In operation 1502, the UE receives the RRC message including the IE, e.g., the rach-

ConfigSCG IE, which includes the PCID of the cell in the SCG to which the UE would

perform random access for SCG addition (for example, such cell can be SCG Pcell),

ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like.

[201] In operation 1504, the UE also receives the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, which can

include the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or

PCIDs. It is noted that, as previously described, the information on the cell to which

the random access for SCG addition, or the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be

omitted from the sCellToAddModList, as it is included in another IE (for example,

rach-ConfigSCG IE).

[202] The receiving order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be depending on the transmission order of the list and the IE, e.g.,

the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is sometime after the list, or the same time.

[203] In operation 1506, the UE can add SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s), using Scell addition

procedure. The UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG

PCell, if configured, to be in deactivated state; the UE can configure lower layers to

consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state.

[204] In operation 1508, the UE can have RRC command the lower layer to perform

RACH to the SCG, e.g., RACH to the SCG Pcell, for SCG addition. The parameters

for the RACH, including the preamble, and the PRACH occasion, received in the IE,

e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, which are indicated by ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-

PRACH-Masklndex m, respectively. The C-RNTI value that the UE should use to

communicate with the SCG can also be indicated in the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE.

[205] The UE can start a timer T for the RACH, if the received IE, e.g., the rach-

ConfigSCG IE, includes the RACH parameters, e.g., ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-

PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like.

[206] The timer T value can be indicated in the IE which carries the dedicated RACH

parameter, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE.

[207] In operation 1510, the UE' s lower layer performs the RACH to SCG, e.g., the SCG

Pcell with PCID (c ) using the received ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m.

[208] If the RACH succeeds before the timer T expires, in operation 1514, the UE can also



perform other reconfigurations as indicated or instructed.

] In operation 1516, the UE can form a message to indicate the reconfiguration is

successful, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete (same name as in

REF7) message.

] Note that the other reconfigurations, as an alternative, can be performed before the

RACH.

] If the RACH is not successful, e.g., not successful when the timer T expires, in

operation 1518, the UE may release or remove the added SCG PCell and SCG

SCell(s), because the RACH to SCG is not successful. The UE can also perform other

reconfigurations as indicated or instructed. It is noted that the failure of a RACH may

also be upon other events than timer T expiration.

] In operation 1520, the UE may also notify the MCG that the SCG is not configured

due to RACH failure. The notification can be in a separate message, or carried in RRC-

ConnectionReconfigurationComplete.

] Note that the other reconfigurations, as an alternative, can be performed before the

RACH.

] FIGURE 16 illustrates a procedure 1600 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is

connected to an MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. The procedure may contain steps similar to the ones illustrated previously

and for brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

] In an embodiment, a UE is firstly connected 1605 to an MeNB. The MeNB can

configure 161 the UE to perform measurement and reporting (for example, for the cells

in SeNB). The UE reports 1615 the measurement. The MeNB can decide to add the

first SCG cell 1620. The MeNB can send SCG addition request to the SeNB 1625. In

the request, it can include the UE's MAC ID, C-RNTI (C-RNTI-1) that the UE uses

with the MeNB, and the cell indentification (for example, PCID) of the cell that will be

added in SCG to the UE. The SeNB can then send SCG addition response to the

MeNB 1630. The response can be negative if it rejects to be added. The response can

be positive if it agrees to be added and the response can include dedicated PRACH

resources for the UE to use to perform RACH for SCG addition, where the PRACH

resources can include cell identification (for example, PCID) of the cell in SCG to

which the UE is to perform random access for SCG addition, a preamble p, PRACH

Masklndex. After receiving the positive response for SCG addition, the MeNB can

send 1635 a RRC message (for example, RRCConnectionReconfiguration) which can

include an IE (information element) for SCG addition, where the IE can include the

preamble p, PRACH Masklndex, that the MeNB received from the SeNB, and sCell-

ToAddModList which includes the cell identification (for example, PCID) of the cell

in the SCG to be added to the UE. The list can include the SCG PCell' s information



and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or PCIDs. The cells in the SCG indicated

in sCellToAddModList can have an indication to indicate that they are for the SCG

(not for the MCG). An additional indication may be used to indicate the SCG Pcell, or

to indicate the cell to which the random access for SCG to be performed, to dif

ferentiate it from the other scells in the SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or SCG

Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for example, by using respective IEs in the message. It is

noted that, as previously described, the information on the cell to which the random

access for SCG addition, or the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be omitted from the

sCellToAddModList, as it is included in another IE (for example, rach-ConfigSCG IE).

Then the UE's higher layer will configure the lower layer to add the cell with the

indicated cell identification 1640. The added cell can be activated for the purpose of

random access. Alternatively, the added cell can be activated later after RACH being

successful. The UE's RRC can then command MAC to trigger random access for SCG

addition 1645. The UE then performs random access to the cell with the PCID in SeNB

using the indicated preamble p and PRACH Masklndex 1650. The SeNB can send

random access response if it receives the preamble p 1655, where the response can

include C-RNTI-2. The UE can perform other reconfiguration indicated by RRC-

ConnnectionReconfiguration, if any 1657. If the random access for SCG addition is

successful, the UE can indicate the success to the MeNB 1660 (for example, via a

separate signaling, or via RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete using an in

dication of SCG addition success, or implicitly via RRCConnectionReconfigura-

tionComplete), otherwise, the UE indicates the failure to the MeNB 1664 (for example,

via a separate signaling, or via RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete using an in

dication of SCG addition failure) and it can release the added cell 1668. An alternative

is that the UE first signal the random access for SCG addition failure to the MeNB

1664, and MeNB can then configure the UE to release the added cell 1666, and the UE

can configure the lower layer to release the cell 1668. The MeNB can communicate the

network or the SeNB about the SCG addition 1670, either success or failure. Alter

natively, the SCG can know the RACH is successful if a further message after the

random access response (for example, message 3) is received from the UE, and the

SCG may signal the success to the MCG. The SCG may also know the RACH failure

if no further message after the random access response is received for a certain time

(such as a time configured by a timer), and SCG may signal the failure to the MCG,

The SCG can release the reserved resources for the random access when it is no longer

needed 1680.

FIGURE 17 illustrates a process 1700 of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH after RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment. In an embodiment, for a UE which is connected to a MCG,



the following procedure can be used to add SCG to the UE' s connection. The

procedure may contain steps similar to the ones illustrated previously and for brevity

some of the descriptions are omitted.

[217] The MCG can send UE a RRC message. The RRC message can include an in

formation element for SCG configuration for the UE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE. Note

that the IE can be a standalone IE, or included in other IEs. In addition, the name of the

IE may be different from rach-ConfigSCG in standards specification. The IE, e.g., the

rach-ConfigSCG IE, can include SCG PCell' s PCID c, ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-

PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like. The PCID is the physical ID of the cell. The ra-

Preamblelndex p is the index of the preamble sequence that the UE should use to

perform RACH to the SCG Pcell. The ra-PRACH-Masklndex can indicate the PRACH

occasions that the UE should use to perform RACH.

[218] The RRC message can be: RRCConectionReconfiguration (e.g., the same name as in

REF7), or some other messages such as radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and ra-

dioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell (using the same name as in REF7).

[219] The MCG can also send a list, e.g., sCellToAddModList (the same name as in

REF7), which includes the Scell(s)' information, e.g., the PCID. The list, e.g., sCell

ToAddModList, can be included in the RRC message, e.g., in RRCConectionRecon

figuration message. The list can include the SCG PCell' s information and SCG SCell' s

information, e.g., the PCID or PCIDs. The cells in the SCG indicated in sCellToAd-

dModList can have an indication to indicate that they are for the SCG (not for the

MCG). An additional indication may be used to indicate the SCG Pcell, or to indicate

the cell to which the random access for SCG to be performed, to differentiate it from

the other scells in the SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or SCG Pcell, or SCG

scells, can be, for example, by using respective IEs in the message. It is noted that, as

previously described, the information on the cell to which the random access for SCG

addition, or the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be omitted from the sCellToAd-

dModList, as it is included in another IE (for example, rach-ConfigSCG IE).

[220] The list e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, may be in

the same RRC message, e.g., RRCConectionReconfiguration message. Or they can be

in different RRC messages, e.g., the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList can be in the RRC

ConectionReconfiguration message, while the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, can be in

the radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell.

[221] The transmission order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be flexible, e.g., the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is

sometime after the list.

[222] In operation 1702, UE receives the RRC message including the IE, e.g., the rach-

ConfigSCG IE, which includes SCG Pcell PCID, SCG scell PCID, ra-Preamblelndex



, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, etc.

[223] In operation 1704, the UE also receives the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, which can

inculde the SCG PCell' s information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or

PCIDs.

[224] The receiving order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be depending on the transmission order of the list and the IE, e.g.,

the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is sometime after the list.

[225] Note that the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, may include the SCG Pcell's in

formation and SCG Scell's information, as well as some other Scell(s) which may not

be related to the SCG. The information can include the PCIDs of the cells. In operation

1706, the UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if

configured, to be in deactivated state; the UE can configure lower layers to consider

the SCG PCell to be in activated state.

[226] In operation 1708, the UE can also perform other reconfigurations as indicated or in

structed.

[227] In operation 1710, the UE can form a message to indicate the reconfiguration is

successful or complete, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete (same

name as in REF7) message.

[228] The reconfiguration complete message, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigura-

tionComplete, can trigger the lower layer of the UE, to perform RACH, using the p a

rameters received in the IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE.

[229] The UE can start a timer T, if the received IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE, includes

the RACH parameters, e.g., ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like

The timer value can be included e.g., in the rach-ConfigSCG IE.

[230] In operation 1712, the UE can perform the RACH to the SCG, e.g., the SCG Pcell,

using the received random access preamble and occasion indicated by ra-

Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m.

[231] In operation 1714, if the RACH is not successful, e.g., not successful when the time

T expires, in operation 1718, the UE can notify the MCG that the SCG is not

configured due to RACH failure. The notification can be in a message or a signal.

[232] If the SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s) were included in the list, e.g., the sCellToAd

dModList, and they are added using Scell addition procedure before the RACH, they

may be removed because the RACH is not successful.

[233] In operation 1714, if the RACH succeeds (for example, before the timer T expires),

in operation 1716, the UE's lower layer can inform the higher layer about the success ,

and upon the event of RACH failure, the UE' s lower layer can inform the higher layer

about the failure 1718, and the previously added cells in SCG can be removed.

[234] FIGURE 18 illustrates a procedure 1800 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is



connected to an MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. The procedure may contain some steps similar to the ones illustrated

previously and for brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

[235] In an embodiment, a UE is firstly connected 1805 to an MeNB. The MeNB can

configure 1810 the UE to perform measurement and reporting (for example, for the

cells in SeNB). The UE reports 1815 the measurement. The MeNB can decide to add

the first SCG cell 1820. The MeNB can send SCG addition request to the SeNB 1825.

In the request, it can include the UE's MAC ID, C-RNTI (C-RNTI-1) that the UE uses

with the MeNB, and the cell indentification (for example, PCID) of the cell that will be

added in SCG to the UE. The SeNB can then send SCG addition response to the

MeNB 1830. The response can be negative if it rejects to be added. The response can

be positive if it agrees to be added and the response can include dedicated PRACH

resources for the UE to use to perform RACH for SCG addition, where the PRACH

resources can include a preamble p, PRACH Masklndex.

[236] After receiving the positive response for SCG addition, the MeNB can send 1835 a

RRC message (for example, RRCConnectionReconfiguration) which can include an IE

for SCG addition, where the IE can include cell identification (for example, PCID) of

the cell in the SCG to which the UE is to perform random access for SCG addition, the

preamble p, PRACH Masklndex, that the MeNB received from the SeNB, and a list of

cells (for example, sCellToAddModList) which includes the cell identification (for

example, PCID) of the cell in the SCG to be added to the UE. The list can include the

SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or PCIDs.

[237] The cells in the SCG indicated in sCellToAddModList can have an indication to

indicate that they are for the SCG (not for the MCG). An additional indication may be

used to indicate the SCG Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the random access for

SCG to be performed, to differentiate it from the other scells in the SCG. These in

dications for SCG cells, or SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for example, by using re

spective IEs in the message.

[238] It is noted that, as previously described, the information on the cell to which the

random access for SCG addition, or the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be omitted

from the sCellToAddModList, as it is included in another IE (for example, rach-

ConfigSCG IE). Then the UE's higher layer will configure the lower layer to add the

cell with the indicated cell identification 1840. The added cell can be activated for the

purpose of random access. Alternatively, the added cell can be activated later after

RACH being successful. The UE can perform other reconfiguration indicated by RRC-

ConnnectionReconfiguration, if any 1842. The UE sends RRCConnectionReconfigura-

tionComplete message to MeNB 1843. The UE's RRC can then command MAC to

trigger random access for SCG addition 1845. The UE then performs random access to



the cell with the PCID in SeNB using the indicated preamble p and PRACH

Masklndex 1850.

[239] The SeNB can send random access response if it receives the preamble p 1855,

where the response can include C-RNTI-2. If the random access for SCG addition is

successful, the UE can indicate the success to the MeNB 1860, otherwise, the UE

indicates the failure to the MeNB 1864 (for example, via a separate signaling, or via

RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete using an indication of SCG addition failure)

and it can release the added cell 1868. An alternative is that the UE first signal the

random access for SCG addition failure to the MeNB 1864, and MeNB can then

configure the UE to release the added cell 1866, and the UE can configure the lower

layer to release the cell 1868. The MeNB can communicate the network or the SeNB

about the SCG addition 1870, either success or failure.

[240] Alternatively, the SCG can know the RACH is successful if a further message after

the random access response (for example, message 3) is received from the UE, and the

SCG may signal the success to the MCG. The SCG may also know the RACH failure

if no further message after the random access response is received for a certain time

(such as a time configured by a timer), and SCG may signal the failure to the MCG,

The SCG can release the reserved resources for the random access when it is no longer

needed 1880.

[241] FIGURE 19 illustrates a process 1900 of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH before RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment. In an embodiment, for a UE which is connected to a MCG,

the following procedure can be used to add SCG to the UE' s connection. The

procedure may contain some steps similar to the ones illustrated previously and for

brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

[242]

[243] The PCG can send UE a RRC message. The RRC message can include an in

formation element for SCG configuration for the UE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE. Note

that the IE can be a standalone IE, or included in other IEs. In addition, the name of the

IE may be different from rach-ConfigSCG in standards specification. The IE, e.g., the

rach-ConfigSCG IE, can include SCG PCell's PCID c, ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-

PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like The PCID is the physical ID of the cell. The ra-

Preamblelndex p is the index of the preamble sequence that the UE should use to

perform RACH to the SCG Pcell. The ra-PRACH-Masklndex can indicate the PRACH

occasions that the UE should use to perform RACH.

[244] The RRC message can be: RRCConectionReconfiguration (e.g., the same name as in

REF7), or some other messages such as radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and ra-

dioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell (using the same name as in REF7).



[245] The PCG can also send a list, e.g., sCellToAddModList (the same name as in REF7),

which includes the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the

PCID. The list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, can be included in the RRC message, e.g., in

RRCConectionReconfiguration message. The list can include the SCG PCell's in

formation and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or PCIDs. The cells in the

SCG indicated in sCellToAddModList can have an indication to indicate that they are

for the SCG (not for the MCG). An additional indication may be used to indicate the

SCG Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the random access for SCG to be performed,

to differentiate it from the other scells in the SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or

SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for example, by using respective IEs in the message.

It is noted that, as previously described, the information on the cell to which the

random access for SCG addition, or the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be omitted

from the sCellToAddModList, as it is included in another IE (for example, rach-

ConfigSCG IE).

[246] The list e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, may be in

the same RRC message, e.g., RRCConectionReconfiguration message. Or they can be

in different RRC messages, e.g., the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList can be in the RRC

ConectionReconfiguration message, while the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, can be in

the radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell.

[247] The transmission order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be flexible, e.g., the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is

sometime after the list.

[248] In operation 1902, the UE receives the RRC message including the IE, e.g., the rach-

ConfigSCG IE, which includes SCG Pcell PCID, SCG scell PCID, ra-Preamblelndex

p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like

[249] In operation 1904, the UE also receives the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, which can

inculde the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or

PCIDs.

[250] The receiving order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be depending on the transmission order of the list and the IE, e.g.,

the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is sometime after the list.

[251] The UE can start a timer T, if the received IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE, includes

the RACH parameters, e.g., ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like

[252] In operation 1906, the UE's higher layer can configure the lower layer to add cell

(with PCID indicated in RRC message) where the cell is the one to which the UE is to

perform random access for SCG addition. The UE can have RRC command the lower

layer to perform RACH to the SCG, e.g., RACH to the SCG Pcell, for SCG addition.

The parameters for the RACH, including the preamble, and the PRACH occasion,



received in the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, which are indicated by ra-Preamblelndex

p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, respectively. The C-RNTI value that the UE should use

to communicate with the SCG can also be indicated in the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG

IE.

[253] In operation 1908, the UE' s lower layer performs the RACH to SCG, e.g., the SCG

Pcell with PCID (c) using the received ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m.

In operation 1910, if the RACH succeeds before the timer T expires, in operation 1912,

the UE can further proceed with adding SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s), using Scell

addition procedure. The UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except

SCG PCell, if configured, to be in deactivated state; the UE can configure lower layers

to consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state.

[254] In operation 1914, the UE can also perform other reconfigurations as indicated or in

structed. In operation 1916, the UE can form a message to indicate the reconfiguration

is successful, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete (same name as in

REF7) message.

[255] In operation 1910, if the RACH is not successful, e.g., not successful when the time

T expires, in operation 1918, the UE can add Scell(s) in the list, e.g., the sCellToAd-

dModList, where the Scell(s) should exclude the SCG Pcells and SCG Scell(s) because

the RACH to SCG is not successful.

[256] In operation 1920, the UE can also perform other reconfigurations as indicated or in

structed. In operation 1922, the UE can form a message to indicate the reconfiguration

is successful, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete.

[257] The UE may also notify the PCG that the SCG is not configured due to RACH

failure. The notification can be in a separate message, or carried in RRCConnectionRe-

configurationComplete.

[258] FIGURE 20 illustrates a procedure 2000 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is

connected to an MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. The procedure may contain some steps similar to the ones illustrated

previously and for brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

[259] In an embodiment, a UE is firstly connected 2005 to an MeNB. The MeNB can

configure 2010 the UE to perform measurement and reporting (for example, for the

cells in SeNB). The UE reports 2015 the measurement. The MeNB can decide to add

the first SCG cell 2020. The MeNB can send SCG addition request to the SeNB 2025.

In the request, it can include the UE's MAC ID, C-RNTI (C-RNTI- 1) that the UE uses

with the MeNB, and the cell indentification (for example, PCID) of the cell that will be

added in SCG to the UE. The SeNB can then send SCG addition response to the

MeNB 2030. The response can be negative if it rejects to be added. The response can

be positive if it agrees to be added and the response can include dedicated PRACH



resources for the UE to use to perform RACH for SCG addition, where the PRACH

resources can include a preamble p, PRACH Masklndex. After receiving the positive

response for SCG addition, the MeNB can send 2035 a RRC message (for example,

RRCConnectionReconfiguration) which can include an IE (information element) for

SCG addition, where the IE can include the cell identification (for example, PCID) of

the cell to which the UE is to perform random access for SCG addition, preamble p,

PRACH Masklndex, that the MeNB received from the SeNB, and sCellToAddModList

which includes the cell identification (for example, PCID) of the cell in the SCG to be

added to the UE.

[260] The list can include the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g.,

the PCID or PCIDs. The cells in the SCG indicated in sCellToAddModList can have

an indication to indicate that they are for the SCG (not for the MCG). An additional in

dication may be used to indicate the SCG Pcell, or to indicate the cell to which the

random access for SCG to be performed, to differentiate it from the other scells in the

SCG. These indications for SCG cells, or SCG Pcell, or SCG scells, can be, for

example, by using respective IEs in the message. It is noted that, as previously

described, the information on the cell to which the random access for SCG addition, or

the SCG Pcell, is to be performed may be omitted from the sCellToAddModList, as it

is included in another IE (for example, rach-ConfigSCG IE). Then in step 2040, UE's

lower layer is configured to add a cell with the indicated identifier (for example, the

PCID indicated in step 2025, 2035) that the UE would perform random access to. The

cell does not need to be activated (an alternative is to activate the cell). In step 2040, it

can also add cells in MCG indicated in the list (if any) and leave them inactivated.

[261] The UE can perform other reconfiguration indicated by RRCConnnectionRecon-

figuration, if any 2042. The UE sends RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete

message to MeNB 2043. The UE's RRC can then command MAC to trigger random

access for SCG addition 2045. The UE then performs random access to the cell with

the PCID in SeNB using the indicated preamble p and PRACH Masklndex 2050. The

SeNB can send random access response if it receives the preamble p 2055, where the

response can include C-RNTI-2.

[262] After random access is successful 2056, the cell added in 2040 with indicated PCID

(the one that the UE performed RACH to) is activated, and all the other scells in SCG

in the list (if any) can be also added and be inactivated. Or alternatively, all the other

scells in SCG in the list can be added, and then, one of the cells in SCG, including the

one added in 2040, can be activated, to be the Pcell in SCG. If the random access is not

successful, no more cells will be added. If the random access for SCG addition is

successful, the UE can indicate the success to the MeNB 2060, otherwise, the UE

indicates the failure to the MeNB 2064 (for example, via a separate signaling, or via



RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete using an indication of SCG addition failure)

and it can release the added cell 2068. An alternative is that the UE first signal the

random access for SCG addition failure to the MeNB 2064, and MeNB can then

configure the UE to release the added cell 2066, and the UE can configure the lower

layer to release the cell 2068. The MeNB can communicate the network or the SeNB

about the SCG addition 2070, either success or failure.

[263] Alternatively, the SCG can know the RACH is successful if a further message after

the random access response (for example, message 3) is received from the UE, and the

SCG may signal the success to the MCG. The SCG may also know the RACH failure

if no further message after the random access response is received for a certain time

(such as a time configured by a timer), and SCG may signal the failure to the MCG,

The SCG can release the reserved resources for the random access when it is no longer

needed 2080.

[264] FIGURE 2 1 illustrates a process 2100 of an example of adding an SCG to a UE with

RACH after RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete in accordance with and ad

vantageous embodiment of the present disclosure. In an embodiment, for a UE which

is connected to a PCG, the following procedure can be used to add SCG to the UE' s

connection. The procedure may contain some steps similar to the ones illustrated

previously and for brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

[265] In an embodiment, the PCG can send UE a RRC message. The RRC message can

include an information element for SCG configuration for the UE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE. Note that the IE can be a standalone IE, or included in other IEs. In

addition, the name of the IE may be different from rach-ConfigSCG in standards speci

fication. The IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE, can include SCG PCell's PCID c, ra-

Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like The PCID is the physical ID of

the cell. The ra-Preamblelndex p is the index of the preamble sequence that the UE

should use to perform RACH to the SCG Pcell. The ra-PRACH-Masklndex can

indicate the PRACH occasions that the UE should use to perform RACH.

[266] The RRC message can be RRCConectionReconfiguration (e.g., the same name as in

REF7), or some other messages such as radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and ra-

dioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell (using the same name as in REF7).

[267] The PCG can also send a list, e.g., sCellToAddModList (the same name as in REF7),

which includes the Scell(s)' information, e.g., the PCID. The list, e.g., sCellToAd-

dModList, can be included in the RRC message, e.g., in RRCConectionRecon

figuration message.

[268] The list e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, may be in

the same RRC message, e.g., RRCConectionReconfiguration message. Or they can be

in different RRC messages, e.g., the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList can be in the RRC-



ConectionReconfiguration message, while the IE, e.g., rach-ConfigSCG IE, can be in

the radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell.

[269] The transmission order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be flexible, e.g., the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is

sometime after the list.

[270] In operation 2102, the UE receives the RRC message including the IE, e.g., the rach-

ConfigSCG IE, which includes SCG Pcell PCID, SCG scell PCID, ra-Preamblelndex

p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like.

[271] In operation 2104, the UE also receives the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, which can

inculde the SCG PCell's information and SCG SCell's information, e.g., the PCID or

PCIDs.

[272] The receiving order of the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, and the IE, e.g., rach-

ConfigSCG IE, can be depending on the transmission order of the list and the IE, e.g.,

the list is sometime after the IE, or the IE is sometime after the list.

[273] Note that the list, e.g., sCellToAddModList, may include the SCG Pcell' s in

formation and SCG Scell' s information, as well as some other Scell(s) which may not

be related to the SCG. The information can include the PCIDs of the cells. The list,

e.g., sCellToAddModList, may, include some other Scell(s) which may not be related

to the SCG, but not include the SCG Pcell' s information and SCG Scell' s information.

For such, if there are no other Scell(s) which may not be related to the SCG, the list

may not be sent or received.

[274] In operation 2106, the UE can add Scell(s) as listed in the list, e.g., the sCellToAd

dModList, if the list is received. The addition can follow the Scell addition procedure

as for regular carrier aggregation embodiment. The UE may choose to add SCG Pcell

and SCG Scell(s) if they are in the list. The UE may also choose not to add SCG Pcell

and SCG Scell(s) even if they are in the list, but wait till later to see whether RACH

would be successful or not, then decide to add them or not. The UE may choose to add

the cell to which the UE is to perform random access for SCG addition, or the SCG

Pcell, while not adding the other SCG cells.

[275] In operation 2108, the UE can also perform other reconfigurations as indicated or in

structed. In operation 2110, the UE can form a message to indicate the reconfiguration

is successful or complete, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete (same

name as in REF7) message.

[276] The reconfiguration complete message, e.g., the RRCConnectionReconfigura-

tionComplete, can trigger the lower layer of the UE, to perform RACH, using the p a

rameters received in the IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE.

[277] The UE can start a timer T, if the received IE, e.g., the rach-ConfigSCG IE, includes

the RACH parameters, e.g., ra-Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m, or the like



[278] In operation 2 112, the UE can perform the RACH to the SCG, e.g., the SCG Pcell,

using the received random access preamble and occasion indicated by ra-

Preamblelndex p, ra-PRACH-Masklndex m.

[279] In operation 2 114, if the RACH is not successful, e.g., not successful when the time

T expires, in operation 2 116, the UE can notify the PCG that the SCG is not configured

due to RACH failure. The notification can be in a message or a signal.

[280] If the SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s) were included in the list, e.g., the sCellToAd-

dModList, and they are added using Scell addition procedure before the RACH, they

should be removed because the RACH is not successful. No matter whether the SCG

PCell and SCG Scell(s) were included or not in the list, e.g., the sCellToAddModList,

if they were not added using Scell addition procedure before the RACH, then no

removal should be done.

[281] In operation 2 114, if the RACH succeeds before the timer T expires, as in alternative

1, in operation 2118, the UE can further proceed with adding SCG PCell and SCG

Scell(s), using Scell addition procedure if they were not added before. In this em

bodiment, the UE has received SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s) in the list, e.g., the sCell

ToAddModList, before the RACH procedure. The UE can configure lower layers to

consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if configured, to be in deactivated state; the

UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state. If in

step 2106 the cells are already added, then step 2118 can be omitted. Alternatively, in

step 2106, only the cell to which the UE would perform random access for SCG

addition is added, and in step 2118, the remaining cells are added.

[282] In operation 2120, the UE can form a message to indicate the SCG addition is

successful. The UE can use a separate message, or it can send use existing message,

e.g., RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete message, with indication that the SCG

is added and configured.

[283] In an embodiment, in operation 2 114, if the RACH succeeds before the timer T

expires, in operation 2122, the UE can send a notification to the MCG, with indication

that the RACH for SCG addition is successful.

[284] In operation 2124, the MCG can receive the notification from the UE about the

success of the RACH, and the MCG can send a second list, e.g., a second sCellToAd-

dModList, which can be in a message, e.g., the RRCConectionReconfiguration

message. The second sCellToAddModList can include the SCG PCell and SCG

Scell(s) information. If the SCG PCell is the cell to which the UE performs successful

RACH to, the second list may omit the SCG PCell, while including the SCG Scell(s)

information. For example, the first list in step 2104 can include for example, SCG

PCell information, while the second list in step 2124 can include SCG Scell(s) in

formation where the SCG Scell(s) can be different from the SCG PCell. Alternative 2



can be applicable, but not limited to, the embodiment that the UE does not receive

SCG PCell and SCG Scell(s) in the list, e.g., the sCellToAddModList, before the

RACH procedure, or the embodiment the MCG does not include SCG PCell and SCG

Scell(s) in the list, e.g., the sCellToAddModList, before the RACH procedure, or the

MCG does not send the list, before the RACH procedure.

[285] In operation 2126, the UE can further proceed with adding SCG PCell and SCG

Scell(s), using Scell addition procedure if they were not added before. The UE can

configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if configured, to be

in deactivated state; the UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCG PCell to be

in activated state.

[286] In operation 2128, the UE can form a message to indicate the SCG addition is

successful. The UE can use a separate message, or it can send use existing message,

e.g., RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete message. The message may be with in

dication that the SCG is added and configured.

[287] FIGURE 22 illustrates a procedure 2200 to add SCG or SeNB to a UE that is

connected to an MeNB according to an advantageous embodiment of the present

disclosure. The procedure may contain some steps similar to the ones illustrated

previously and for brevity some of the descriptions are omitted.

[288] In an embodiment, procedure 2200 is similar to the one illustrated in FIGURE 18,

with the following differences (for brevity, only the differences are described here). In

operation 2240, lower layer is configured to add all the cells in the list. The cells added

do not need to be activated. After random access is successful 2257, the cell (with

identifier PCID) to which the UE performs the random access is activated. Or alter

natively, one of the cells in SCG, including the one to which the UE performs the

random access, can selected to be activated, and to be the Pcell in SCG. If the random

access is not successful, all the added cell(s) in SCG are released 2268.

[289] It is noted that all the examples described in this disclosure are meant to be example

embodiments, and the different embodiments extend to cases where certain com

binations of certain components of the examples described herein.

[290] The following shows an example of how the embodiments can be applicable to LTE-

A standards.

[291] Changes in 36.331

[292] 5.3.5.3 Reception of an RRCConnectionReconfiguration not including the mobility-

Controllnfo by the UE

[293] If the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message does not include the mobilityCon-

trollnfo and the UE is able to comply with the configuration included in this message,

the UE shall:

[294] 1> if this is the first RRCConnectionReconfiguration message after successful



completion of the RRC Connection Re-establishment procedure:

] 2> re-establish PDCP for SRB2 and for all DRBs that are established, if any;

] 2> re-establish RLC for SRB2 and for all DRBs that are established, if any;

] 2> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the fullConfig:

] 3> perform the radio configuration procedure as specified in section 5.3.5.8;

] 2> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the radioResourceCon-

figDedicated:

] 3> perform the radio resource configuration procedure as specified in 5.3. 10;

] 2> resume SRB2 and all DRBs that are suspended, if any;

] NOTE 1: The handling of the radio bearers after the successful completion of the

PDCP re-establishment, e.g. the re-transmission of unacknowledged PDCP SDUs (as

well as the associated status reporting), the handling of the SN and the HFN, is

specified in TS 36.323 REF8.

] NOTE 2 : The UE may discard SRB2 messages and data that it receives prior to

completing the reconfiguration used to resume these bearers.

] 1> else:

] 2> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the radioResourceCon-

figDedicated:

] 3> perform the radio resource configuration procedure as specified in 5.3. 10;

] NOTE 3 : If the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the establishment

of radio bearers other than SRB1, the UE may start using these radio bearers im

mediately, i.e. there is no need to wait for an outstanding acknowledgment of the Secu-

rityModeComplete message.

] 1> if the received RRCConnectionReconfiguration includes the sCellToReleaseList:

] 2> perform SCell release as specified in 5.3.10.3a;

] 1> if the received RRCConnectionReconfiguration includes the sCellToAd-

dModList:

] 2> perform SCell addition or modification as specified in 5.3.10.3b;

] 1> if the received RRCConnectionReconfiguration includes the rach-ConfigSCG:

] 2> if rach-ConfigSCG includs rach-ConfigDedicated which includes the ra-

Preamblelndex:

] 3> start timer T3xx with the timer value set to t3xx, as included in the rach-

ConfigSCG;

] 3> command lower layer (MAC) to trigger random access which uses the ra-

Preamblelndex to perform RACH to the SCG Pcell targetPhysCellld as included in the

rach-ConfigSCG;

] 1> if MAC successfully completes the random access procedure:

] 2> stop timer T3xx;



[318] NOTE 4 : Following T3xx expiry (RACH failure) any dedicated preamble, if

provided within the rach-ConfigDedicated, is not available for use by the UE anymore.

[319] 2> apply the parts of the CQI reporting configuration, the scheduling request con

figuration and the sounding RS configuration that do not require the UE to know the

SFN of the target PCell, if any;

[320] 2> apply the parts of the measurement and the radio resource configuration that

require the UE to know the SFN of the target PCell (e.g. measurement gaps, periodic

CQI reporting, scheduling request configuration, sounding RS configuration), if any,

upon acquiring the SFN of the target PCell;

[321] NOTE 5 : Whenever the UE shall setup or reconfigure a configuration in accordance

with a field that is received it applies the new configuration, except for the em

bodiments addressed by the above statements.

[322] NOTE 6 : The UE is not required to determine the SFN of the target PCell by

acquiring system information from that cell before performing RACH access in the

target PCell.

[323] 1> if timer T3xx expires (RACH failure):

[324] 2> inform higher layer about the failure.

[325] 1> if the received RRCConnectionReconfiguration includes the systemlnformation-

BlockType 1Dedic ated:

[326] 2> perfom the actions upon reception of the SystemlnformationB lockType 1 message

as specified in 5.2.2.7;

[327] 1> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the dedicatedln-

foNASList:

[328] 2> forward each element of the dedicatedlnfoNASList to upper layers in the same

order as listed;

[329] 1> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the measConfig:

[330] 2> perform the measurement configuration procedure as specified in 5.5.2;

[331] 1> perform the measurement identity autonomous removal as specified in 5.5.2.2a;

[332] 1> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the otherConfig:

[333] 2> perform the other configuration procedure as specified in 5.3.10.9;

[334] 1> if the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes the obtainLocation:

[335] 2> attempt to have detailed location information available;

[336] NOTE 7 : The UE is requested to attempt to have valid detailed location information

available whenever sending a measurement report for which it is configured to include

available detailed location information. The UE may not succeed e.g. because the user

manually disabled the GPS hardware, due to no/ poor satellite coverage. Further details

are up to UE implementation.

[337] 1> submit the RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete message to lower layers for



transmission using the new configuration, upon which the procedure ends;

[338] 5.3. 10.3a SCell release

[339] The UE shall:

[340] 1> if the release is triggered by reception of the sCellToReleaseList:

[341] 2> for each sCelllndex value included in the sCellToReleaseList:

[342] 3> if the current UE configuration includes an SCell with value sCelllndex:

[343] 4> release the SCell;

[344] 1> if the release is triggered by RRC connection re-establishment:

[345] 2> release all Scell(s) that are part of the current UE configuration;

[346] 5.3. 10.3b SCell addition/ modification

[347] The UE shall:

[348] 1> for each sCelllndex value included in the sCellToAddModList that is not part of

the current UE configuration (SCell addition):

[349] 2> add the SCell, corresponding to the cellldentification, in accordance with the

received radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedi-

catedSCell;

[350] 2> configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if configured,

to be in deactivated state;

[351] 2> configure lower layers to consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state;

[352] 1> for each sCelllndex value included in the sCellToAddModList that is part of the

current UE configuration (SCell modification):

[353] 2> modify the SCell configuration in accordance with the received radioResource-

ConfigDedicatedSCell;

[354] Add rach-ConfigSCG IE

[355] The IE rach-ConfigSCG includes parameters relevant for random access to

secondary CA group to/within E UTRA.

[356] rach-ConfigSCG Information Elements

[357]

[358] rach-ConfigSCG ::= SEQUENCE {

[359] targetPhysCellld PhysCellld,

[360] t3xx ENUMERATED {

[361] ms50, mslOO, msl50, ms200,

[362] ms500, mslOOO, ms2000,

[363] sparel },

[364] newUE-Identity C-RNTI, OPTIONAL

[365] radioResourceConfigCommon RadioResourceConfigCommon,

[366] rach-ConfigDedicated RACH-ConfigDedicated OPTIONAL,- Need OP

[367] }



[368] targetPhysCellld

[369] TargetPhysCelllD is the physical cell ID of the SCG Pcell.

[370] t3xx

[371] Timer T3xx. ms50 corresponds with 50 ms, mslOO corresponds with 100 ms and so

on.

[372] rach-ConfigDedicated

[373] rach-ConfigDedicated includes ra-Preamblelndex and ra-PRACH-Masklndex

[374] newUE-Identity

[375] The C-RNTI that the UE uses to communicate with SCG.

[376] An alternative is to add rach-ConfigSCG IE to radioResourceConfigCommonSCell

and/or radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell, and change the SCell addition procedure

to have RRC command RACH to the Pcell of the SCG, or the Pcell of an eNB which is

different than the current serving eNB.

[377] 5.3. 10.3b SCell addition/ modification

[378] The UE shall:

[379] 1> for each sCelllndex value included in the sCellToAddModList that is not part of

the current UE configuration (SCell addition):

[380] 2> add the SCell, corresponding to the cellldentification, in accordance with the

received radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and radioResourceConfigDedi-

catedSCell;

[381] 2> configure lower layers to consider the SCell(s) except SCG PCell, if configured,

to be in deactivated state;

[382] 2> configure lower layers to consider the SCG PCell to be in activated state;

[383] 1> if the received radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and/or radioResourceCon-

figDedicatedSCell includes the rach-ConfigSCG:

[384] 2> if rach-ConfigSCG includs rach-ConfigDedicated which includes the ra-

Preamblelndex:

[385] 3> start timer T3xx with the timer value set to t3xx, as included in the rach-

ConfigSCG;

[386] 3> command lower layer (MAC) to trigger random access which uses the ra-

Preamblelndex to perform RACH to the SCG Pcell targetPhysCellld as included in the

rach-ConfigSCG;

[387] 1> if MAC successfully completes the random access procedure:

[388] 2> stop timer T3xx;

[389] NOTE 1: Following T3xx expiry (RACH failure) any dedicated preamble, if

provided within the rach-ConfigDedicated, is not available for use by the UE anymore.

[390] 2> apply the parts of the CQI reporting configuration, the scheduling request con

figuration and the sounding RS configuration that do not require the UE to know the



SFN of the target PCell, if any;

[391] 2> apply the parts of the measurement and the radio resource configuration that

require the UE to know the SFN of the target PCell (e.g. measurement gaps, periodic

CQI reporting, scheduling request configuration, sounding RS configuration), if any,

upon acquiring the SFN of the target PCell;

[392] NOTE 2 : Whenever the UE shall setup or reconfigure a configuration in accordance

with a field that is received it applies the new configuration, except for the em

bodiments addressed by the above statements.

[393] NOTE 3 : The UE is not required to determine the SFN of the target PCell by

acquiring system information from that cell before performing RACH access in the

target PCell.

[394] 1> if timer T3xx expires (RACH failure):

[395] 2> inform higher layer about the failure.

[396] 1> for each sCelllndex value included in the sCellToAddModList that is part of the

current UE configuration (SCell modification):

[397] 2> modify the SCell configuration in accordance with the received radioResource-

ConfigDedicatedSCell;

[398] In one embodiment, another option is to change mobilityControlInfo IE, to include a

new IE or a new indication for the UE to perform RACH access for adding SCG for

inter-eNB CA.

[399] In one embodiment, the same method can be applicable for inter-eNB COMP, to

include a new eNB to join the COMP set.



Claims
A User Equipment (UE), the UE comprising:

a transceiver configured to receive a Radio Resource Control (RRC)

message from a Master enhanced NodeB (MeNB),

wherein the RRC message comprises a dedicated random access

resources configuration for the UE to perform random access to a cell

associated with a Secondary enhanced NodeB (SeNB) for a purpose of

an addition of the SeNB, and an identification of the cell to which the

random access is to be performed;

a controller, coupled to the transceiver, configured to:

responsive to receiving the RRC message, command the Media Access

Control (MAC) to trigger the random access for the addition of the

SeNB to the cell with the identification indicated in the RRC message

with the random access resources indicated in the RRC message;

wherein the MeNB is an eNB which the UE connects to initially and

which acts as mobility anchor,

wherein the SeNB is an eNB providing additional radio resources for

the UE, which is not the Master eNB,

wherein the dedicated random access resource configuration includes

random access preamble and physical random access channel

transmission occasion.

The UE of Claim 1, wherein the dedicated random access resource con

figuration transmitted from the MeNB is sent by at least one of the

SeNB and a network node.

The UE of Claim 1, wherein the RRC message comprises the identi

fication of the cell to which the random access is to be performed, the

controller further configured to:

responsive to receiving the RRC message, configure lower layers to

add the cell, prior to performing the random access.

The UE of Claim 3, wherein the controller is configured to configure

the lower layers to consider the added cell to be in activated state, prior

to performing the random access.

The UE of Claim 1, wherein the cell to which the random access is to

be performed can be a primary cell (PCell) associated with the SeNB.

The UE of Claim 1, the controller further configured to at least one of:

responsive to a successful random access to the cell and the addition of

the SeNB, signal the success to the MeNB;



responsive to a failure of the random access to the cell, signal the

failure to the MeNB;

responsive to the event of the failed random access, determine if the

cell to which the random access is performed is previously added; and

responsive to the cell being previously added, release the cell.

[Claim 7] The UE of Claim 1, wherein the controller is further configured to:

identify the one or more cells associated with the MeNB and the one or

more cells associated with the SeNB based on at least one of an in

dication of an eNB that a cell is associated with, a cell radio network

temporary identifier (C-RNTI) of each cell, and a timing advance group

(TAG) identification of each cell.

[Claim 8] A method for connecting to a secondary enhanced NodeB, the UE

comprising:

receiving a Radio Resource Control (RRC) message from a Master

enhanced NodeB (MeNB),

wherein the RRC message comprises a dedicated random access

resources configuration for the UE to perform random access to a cell

associated with the Secondary enhanced NodeB (SeNB) for a purpose

of an addition of the SeNB, and an identification of the cell to which

the random access is to be performed;

commanding the Media Access Control (MAC) to trigger the random

access for the addition of the SeNB to the cell with the identification

indicated in the RRC message with the random access resources

indicated in the RRC message in response to receiving the RRC

message;

wherein the MeNB is an eNB which the UE connects to initially and

which acts as mobility anchor,

wherein the SeNB is an eNB providing additional radio resources for

the UE, which is not the Master eNB,

wherein the dedicated random access resource configuration includes

random access preamble and physical random access channel

transmission occasion.

[Claim 9] The method of Claim 8, wherein the dedicated random access resource

configuration transmitted from the MeNB is sent by at least one of the

SeNB and a network node.

[Claim 10] The method of Claim 8, wherein the RRC message comprises the iden

tification of the cell to which the random access is to be performed,

further comprising:



prior to performing the random access, configuring lower layers to add

the cell in response to receiving the RRC message.

The method of Claim 10, further comprising:

prior to performing the random access, configuring the lower layers to

consider the added cell to be in an activated state.

The method of Claim 8, wherein the cell to which the random access is

to be performed can be a primary cell (PCell) associated with the

SeNB.

The method of Claim 8, further comprising:

responsive to a successful random access to the cell and the addition of

the SeNB, signaling the success to the MeNB;

responsive to a failure of the random access to the cell, signaling the

failure to the MeNB, and

responsive, to the event of the failed random access, determining if the

cell to which the random access is performed is previously added; and

responsive to the cell being previously added, releasing the cell.

The method of Claim 8, further comprising:

identifying the one or more cells associated with the MeNB and the one

or more cells associated with the SeNB based on at least one of an in

dication of an eNB that a cell is associated with, a cell radio network

temporary identifier (C-RNTI) of each cell, and a timing advance group

(TAG) identification of each cell.

A master enhanced NodeB (MeNB), the MeNB comprising:

a transceiver configured to transmit a Radio Resource Control (RRC)

message to a user equipment (UE),

wherein the RRC message comprises a dedicated random access

resources configuration for the UE to perform random access to a cell

associated with a Secondary enhanced NodeB (SeNB) for a purpose of

an addition of the SeNB, and an identification of the cell to which the

random access is to be performed;

a controller coupled to the transceiver, the controller configured to:

receive the dedicated random access resources from at least one of the

SeNB and a network node;

wherein the MeNB is an eNB which the UE connects to initially and

which acts as mobility anchor,

wherein the SeNB is an eNB providing additional radio resources for

the UE, which is not the Master eNB,

wherein the dedicated random access resource configuration includes



random access preamble and physical random access channel

transmission occasion.

The MeNB of Claim 15, wherein the RRC message comprises the iden

tification of the cell to which the random access is to be performed, and

wherein lower layers of the UE are configured to add the cell.

The MeNB of Claim 16, wherein a controller of the UE is configured to

configure the lower layers to consider the added cell to be in activated

state, prior to performing the random access.

The MeNB of Claim 15, wherein the cell to which the random access is

to be performed can be a primary cell (PCell) associated with the

SeNB.

The UE of Claim 15, the transceiver is configured to at least one of:

receive a signal of success from the UE in response to a successful

random access to the cell and the addition of the SeNB;

receive a signal the failure from the UE in response to a failure of the

random access to the cell;

determine if the cell to which the random access is performed is

previously added in response to the event of the failed random access;

and

release the cell in response to the cell being previously added.

The MeNB of Claim 15, wherein the controller is further configured to:

identify the one or more cells associated with the MeNB and the one or

more cells associated with the SeNB based on at least one of an in

dication of an eNB that a cell is associated with, a cell radio network

temporary identifier (C-RNTI) of each cell and a timing advance group

(TAG) identification of each cell.
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